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vABSTRACT
Reducing the frictional drag generated by a turbulent boundary layer (TBL) is critical
for many engineering applications. Motivated by existing turbulent drag reduction
methods, this study explores the possibility of sustaining wall-attached air-films and
manipulating the near-wall turbulence in hydrodynamic TBL. An innovative air-
retaining system is designed to sustain and dynamically modulate the wall-attached
air-films in TBL. In still water, the oscillating air-films induce vortical motions in
the near-region of air-films. In TBL, phenomena such as Stokes-type oscillatory
motion, zero-shear-stress layer, ‘inactive’ turbulence and reduced viscous shear
stress are observed in the vicinity region of air-films. The analysis shows that TBL
momentum transfer toward the wall is suppressed and a turbulence re-laminarization
mechanism is induced in the near-wall region. One potential physical mechanism
points to the process of vorticity generation in the near-region of oscillating air-films,
which ‘pushes’ the TBL near-wall vortical structures away from the wall. With
this viewpoint, the phenomena mentioned above can be explained. The modified
momentum transfer mechanism and turbulence re-laminarization process are shown
to be the potential cause of suppressed viscous shear stress in the near-wall region.
Estimated using the Clauser chart method, the turbulent wall-skin friction shows a
noticeable decrease in the presence of air-films.
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
Wall-bounded shear flows are of significant importance because they are intrinsi-
cally linked to many industrial applications, from over the surface of airplanes to
those formed inside piping systems. At high Reynolds number, the shear flows
become fully turbulent and the skin friction they exert on the wall surface drasti-
cally increases, when compared with the laminar case. One striking example is
the turbulent boundary layer (TBL) generated over the surfaces of sea-crossing oil
tankers. Previous research work found that turbulent frictional drag is responsible
for up to 70% - 80% of total energy consumption for such surface vessels (Fukuda
et al., 2000). To address this concern, many drag reduction methods have been
developed over the past decades, which show the promising effect of suppressing
the turbulent skin friction. The current understanding about the mechanism of wall
friction points to vortical structures in turbulent shear flow Jiménez and Pinelli
(1999). Fully resolving the complete mechanism is challenging, mainly due to the
intrinsic unsteady and multi-scale nature of turbulent flow. This chapter will briefly
review the fundamental concepts of TBL and a few typical turbulent drag reduction
methods, which lay out the context for this thesis work. The approach of this thesis
work is demonstrated thereafter.
In this thesis, the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise directions are denoted by
x, y and z, respectively. The streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise velocities are
denoted by the capital letters U, V and W, respectively.
1.1 Background
Canonical Zero-Pressure-Gradient TBL
The canonical zero-pressure-gradient TBL is one of the simplest forms of wall-
bounded turbulent flow. TBL is formed when viscous flow moves parallel to a
smooth flat solid surface. In the near-wall region, the existence of solid wall slows
down the flow speed. In fact, the flow velocity at the wall surface is forced to be
zero, which is known as the ‘no-slip’ boundary condition. In regions far away from
the wall, the flow is not influenced by the wall and acts like inviscid flow. It is
known that all zero-pressure-gradient TBLs are self-similar, which are composed of
an inner layer and an outer layer (AARTownsend, 1980). To describe its self-similar
2behavior, two sets of length and velocity scales are required. The choice of scales
depends on the distance from the wall, denoted by y. In the inner layer, the flow
viscosity ν dominates the flowmotion. Therefore, the velocity in the inner layer only
depends on the wall-shear stress τw, viscosity ν and the fluid density ρ. A viscous









The velocity is often called frictional velocity and the length scale called viscous
length scale. The scaling law for TBL inner layer mean streamwise velocity U
and wall normal distance y can thus be defined as shown in equation 1.2, where
the superscript ’+’ denotes normalized velocity and length. This scale set is often









The outer layer is in the region far away from the wall, where the viscosity effect is
insignificant. The relevant length and velocity scale are the TBL thickness δ and the
free stream velocity U∞. The TBL thickness δ is defined as the y location at which
the mean velocity profile attains 99% of the free stream value. An alternative choice












The Reynolds number based on momentum thickness is defined as Reθ = U∞θν ,
which is frequently used to describe TBL.





ν >> 1, an overlapping region between the inner layer and outer layer exists
where both the inner scale and outer scale can be used to describe the flow behavior.
This region is known as the log region because the non-dimensional velocityU+ is
found to be a logarithmic function of y+ in this layer (Millikan, 1939). The scaling
3law in this region is often known as the ‘log law’, which is expressed in equation
1.4. The constant κ is known as the Kármán constant. For TBL, the commonly used









The log law holds within the wall-normal range between 30 δν and 0.3 δ (Pope,
2001). The existence of log law enables the calculation of friction velocity uτ using
the log layer velocity profile, the procedure of which is known as the Clauser chart
method (Clauser, 1954). Clauser chart method determines wall frictional velocity
by fitting the log region of velocity profile to a straight line with a fixed slope.
More details about the canonical TBL can be found in the classical texts by AAR
Townsend (1980) and Tennekes, John Leask Lumley, J. Lumley, et al. (1972).
Turbulent Drag Reduction Methods
Many promising drag reduction techniques have been developed, which can be
approximately categorized as active or passive depending on whether extra energy
consumption is required. In this section, a few drag reduction methods that are
relevant to this thesis will be briefly reviewed.
Active Injection Methods
One popular active drag reduction method involves injecting elastic agents such as
polymers into TBL. It was found that a TBL with very low polymer concentration
can reduce frictional drag up to 80%Procaccia, L’vov, andBenzi (2008). Either rigid
or elastic polymers can reduce turbulent frictional drag. However, elastic polymers
have superior drag reduction effect. A similar trend was observed with injection
of air-bubbles into TBL. Verschoof et al. (2016) found that deformable air-bubbles
have stronger drag reduction effect (more than 40%) than rigid air-bubbles (4%).
Elbing et al. (2008) found that when air-bubble volume concentration is large, the
air-bubbles connect and form an air-layer which generates a high drag reduction
effect (more than 80%). Recent reviews about the active injection method can be
found in White and Mungal (2008) and Ceccio (2010).
The current understanding of themechanism lies in the elastic agents interactingwith
TBL,whichmodifies the shear-generating structures Lu, Fernández, and Tryggvason
(2005) examined the effect of a few deformable bubbles in channel flow. They found
that the wall-skin friction is reduced by the entertainment of air-bubbles in the TBL
4streamwise vortical structures. However, this effect was absent with non-deformable
air-bubbles. Many models have been proposed to explain the mechanism. John L
Lumley (1977) hypothesized that the elastic agents locally increase the TBL effective
viscosity, which suppresses the turbulent fluctuation level. Meng and Uhlman
(1989) proposed that energy is extracted from the turbulent flow during the process
of air-bubbles splitting into two or more bubbles, which suppresses the turbulent
fluctuations.
Constraints exist when it comes to applying the active injection methods to actual
vessels. For the case of polymer injection, environmental contamination concern
outweighs the drag reducing potential. In addition, extra energy consumption is
always required for the injection process, which may compromise the actual energy
saving.
Riblet and Super-hydrophobic Surface Method
Unlike active methods, passive drag reduction methods do not require energy in-
put. Typical passive drag reduction methods often involve textured surfaces, such
as riblet or a super-hydrophobic surface. Inspired by the fast swimmers in the
biological world, such as sharks, surface-attached riblets that mimics shark skin
were developed. The surface riblets are often two-dimensional and aligned in the
flow direction. Typical drag reduction effect using riblets is generally around 10%
(Garcia-Mayoral, Gómez-de-Segura, and Fairhall, 2019). It is found that riblets with
certain geometrical dimension and spacing could effectively interact with the TBL
near-wall vortical structures (Garcia-Mayoral and Jiménez, 2011), which could be
the underlying mechanism for the observed drag reduction effect. A recent review
of riblet method can be found in (Dean and Bhushan, 2010).
Another promising passive drag reduction method is through inducing slip-flow by
maintaining a layer of low-viscosity fluid (i.e., air-film) at the wall, such as using
a super-hydrophobic surface. Super-hydrophobic surface can entrap air bubbles in
the surface air-pockets created by a dense distribution of surface roughness. The
entrapped air bubbles together act like a lubricating layer, which allows the TBL flow
to ‘slip’ on top. The slip velocity offsets the shear strain rate and thus reduces the
wall friction (Choi and C.-J. Kim, 2006). This effect is often known as the lotus-leaf
effect, which is named after the phenomenon ofwater droplets rolling offplant leaves.
The reported drag reduction effect by using a super-hydrophobic surface is very
scattered, ranging from 10% - 75% under turbulent conditions (Ou and Rothstein,
52005; Park, Sun, et al., 2014; Bidkar et al., 2014). To understand the controversy
in reported drag reduction effect, the interaction between the super-hydrophobic
surface and TBL was numerically investigated (Seo, Garcıa-Mayoral, and Mani,
2015). Recent reviews on the super-hydrophobic surface for drag reduction can be
found in Rothstein (2010) and Golovin et al. (2016).
The drag reduction effect of super-hydrophobic surface only exists when air-bubbles
are entrapped in the surface air-pockets. However, air-bubbles are frequently de-
pleted from the air-pocket by turbulent fluctuations or large wall-shear stress in high
Reynolds number turbulent flow. Even without any air loss due to turbulent fluctu-
ations, the air-bubbles diffuse away over time anyway (Choi and C.-J. Kim, 2006).
The issue of air-bubble longevity challenges the super-hydrophobic surface drag
reduction effect. In fact, if air-film is lost, the super-hydrophobic surface acts like a
rough surface which induces more skin-friction drag (Bidkar et al., 2014). There-
fore, it is challenging to sustain drag reduction effect by using a super-hydrophobic
surface in high Reynolds number turbulent flow.
1.2 Approaches
One motivation for this thesis work is to address the challenges faced by the above-
mentioned drag reduction methods, such as the energy consumption for active in-
jection method and air-bubble sustainability for super-hydrophobic surface method.
One design that can potentially satisfy such demand is shown by the schematic dia-
gram in figure 1.1. First, over the flat surface, a dense distribution of closely-packed
surface dimples (i.e., squares) is created to act as air-pocket containers. The dimples’
inner surface is selectively coated with super-hydrophobic material (denoted by the
forward stripes) while the outside surface remained untreated super-hydrophilic.
Because of the sharp surface wettability gradient between the inner and outer sur-
face of each dimple, when the surface is immersed in water, an air-water interface
will form and pin at the edges of the dimple, as illustrated by the cross-sectional
view along with the red dashed line. Therefore, the air-film tendency to reconnect
to neighboring air-films is suppressed. Due to the surface dimple’s small size, the
stability of wall-attached air-films is enhanced by the surface tension effect.
Inspired by the success of surface textures (such as riblets) interacting with TBL and
suppressing the shear-generating structures, the interaction between wall-attached
air-film and TBL may reduce turbulent drag. Similar to the wall-attached riblets,
the air-film geometry influences the air-film/TBL interaction. To control the air-
6Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram showing the formation of air-films through creating
square surface dimples and patterning surface wettability. Forward stripes represent
super-hydrophobic surface. In the cross-sectional view, the air-film is pinned by the
edge of surface dimple and denoted by the curved dashed line. An air-chamber is
connected to the surface dimples through channels.
film/TBL interaction, the concavity of the air-film interface can be controlled by
connecting the surface dimple to an air-chamber and regulating the air-chamber
pressure. Figure 1.1 shows convex air-film protruding into TBL. The air-film can be
maintained flat or concave (sagging into the dimple) as well with lower air-chamber
static pressure. In addition, an extra beneficial point for having the air-chamber is
that air-film can be promptly replenished when removed by severe turbulence or a
prolonged diffusion process.
Furthermore, air-film/TBL interaction can be dynamically modified by incorpo-
rating a pressure source in the air-chamber. Driven by a periodically fluctuating
air-chamber pressure, the wall-attached air-films oscillate and perturb the surround-
ing TBL. Analyzing the TBL dynamic response to the perturbations may reveal
important information about the intrinsic nature of turbulent shear flow.
1.3 Objectives and Outline
This thesis focuses on investigating the air-film sustainability and understanding the
TBL behavior in the presence of unsteady wall-attached air-films. The air-retaining
system is designed and tested in various Reynolds number TBLs. The flow quantities
are measured, and physical mechanisms behind the observed modifications are
analyzed. The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 presents the air-retaining system design and experimental setup to test it
in TBL. Chapter 3 analyzes the sustainability of air-films under various turbulence
conditions. Chapter 4 presentsmodified TBL velocity profiles and turbulent stresses
7under forcing conditions. Chapter 5 demonstrates that the observations in Chapter
4 are due to an unsteady vorticity field generated by oscillating air-films. Analysis
of the momentum transfer process and a discussion of the generation of reduced
wall-shear stress is also presented. Chapter 6 contains investigations of a case
with stronger vorticity generation and Chapter 7 discusses the energy exchange
process in this case and identifies a re-laminarization mechanism in the near-wall
regions. Chapter 8 analyzes the potential drag reduction effect by the air-retaining
system. Finally, Chapter 9 discusses the key non-dimensional parameters for the
air-film/TBL interaction.
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EXPERIMENT SETUP
To test the air-film sustainability and investigate the air-film/TBL interaction, a
canonical zero-pressure-gradient turbulent boundary layer was created in the free
surface water tunnel facility in the Graduate Aerospace Laboratories at the Califor-
nia Institute of Technology. The detailed experimental design is presented in the
following sections.
2.1 Water Tunnel Facility
Aschematic diagramof the tunnel is shown in figure 2.1. The flowwent through a 6:1
contraction before reaching the 2 m long, 1 m wide and 0.56 m deep test section. To
suppress turbulent intensity in the bulk flow, the flow in the tunnel was conditioned
by a perforated plate, a honeycomb, and three mesh screens with gradually reducing
mesh size. With a fixed 0.45 m deep water, the tunnel can generate a bulk flow
with a maximum velocity of approximately 0.9 m/s. Further increasing the tunnel
pumping speed results in standingwaves on the free surface, whichmay influence the
experimental measurements. In the test section, the freestream turbulence intensity√
(U−U∞)2
U∞ was found to be less than 0.1%.
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the GALCIT free surface water tunnel
92.2 Air-film Cartridge
The air-retaining system was designed and 3-D printed in a cartridge form. The
air-film cartridge consists of an air-pocket dimple surface, an air-chamber attached
to the dimple surface and pressure source residing inside the air-chamber. A dimple
surface model is shown in figure 2.2. The surface dimple was selected to be in
a square shape for the convenience of close-packing. However, it can be of any
geometrical shape. The square length l and gap distance d between neighbouring
dimples determine the ratio of air-film area to the total surface area. To maintain a
constant air-film coverage ratio for all dimple designs, the ratio d/l was maintained
equal to 0.2 for all surface dimple designs. Therefore, air-films always covered 80%
of the total surface in all dimple surface designs. The dimple depth was set to be
half of its length l. To minimize the three-dimensional effect, the number of dimples
in the span-wise direction was set large. The dimple array streamwise span was
varied in different designs. The dimensions of all dimple surface designs are shown
in Table 2.1.
Figure 2.2: Schematic of dimple surface showing the dimensions of dimple array
To be compatible with the varied dimple surface dimensions, two different sized air-
chambers were manufactured. One air-film cartridge model is shown in figure 2.3.
The air-chamber had valves attached to its back wall which further connected it to
an air-supply source and pressure controller. To adjust the air-chamber pressure,
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8 2 12 × 12 120 ×
120
80%
Table 2.1: Surface dimple dimensions
dimples. This operation pre-set the air-chamber pressure at a high level. The
current pressure control is realized through a large-sized syringe which can add or
remove air from the air-chamber. With the air-supply valve turned off, the pressure
controller valve is turned on to adjust air-chamber pressure until the desired air-
film configuration is obtained. During the experiment, both valves are kept off to
maintain constant static air-chamber pressure. No air-bubbles are injected into TBL
during experiments.
To dynamically modulate air-films, speakers (Peerless 2-inch Full Range Woofer)
were installed in the air-chamber as pressure source for dynamic modulation. The
number of installed speakers varied depending on the air-chamber dimensions. Two
speakers were installed in the chamber compatible with dimple surface Design 1,
2 and 3 and four were installed in the chamber for Design 4 (the one shown in
figure 2.3). After installing speakers, the air-chamber and dimple surface were
locked together through screws and tapped holes. To seal the air-film cartridge, an
O-ring was installed at the interface between air-chamber and dimple surface and








Figure 2.3: Air-film cartridge model with the Design 4 dimple surface listed in
Table 2.1. Speakers were used as pressure source. The valve connectors on the
air-chamber connect to the air-supply and air-chamber pressure control unit.
2.3 Flat Plate for TBL Generation
To generate a zero-pressure-gradient TBL, a 170 cm long, 50 cm wide and 3 cm
thick acrylic flat plate was designed and manufactured. The excellent light-passing
property of acrylic material minimized the laser reflection at the flat plate surface.
The assembled flat plate and air-film cartridge bottom view and side cross-sectional
view are shown in figure 2.4. The coordinate system is also shown in the same figure,
with the gravitational acceleration along the positive wall-normal (y) direction. The
flat plate leading to trailing edge length was along the positive streamwise (x)
direction and width along the transverse (z) direction following the right-hand rule.
The dimpled surface was set facing downward so that the air-films were sustained
beneath the flat plate bottom surface. With this orientation, the air-film dynamic
oscillation was not disturbed by free surface waves and the buoyancy force enhanced
the air-films’ stability. The plate was suspended by truss structures from above the
water tunnel and immersed at 0.15 m below the free surface. The water depth
beneath the flat plate bottom surface was 0.3 m. Because the tunnel test section is
wider than the flat plate, to ensure a uniform two-dimensional flow, the flat plate was
sandwiched by two side walls of the same length as itself (shown in figure 2.4). The
two side walls had sharp wedge-shaped leading edges to reduce potential leading-
edge flow separation. The side walls were tightly locked to the flat plate (and the
supporting structures) to reduce vibrations during experiments.
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Because of its large size, the flat plate was manufactured in separated leading,
middle and trailing parts that can be assembled to form a complete plate. The
leading part has a 1:8 elliptical leading edge. Based on previous studies (Bobba,
2004), this design generates well-conditioned boundary layer at the leading edge.
The turbulent transition was tripped at the plate leading edge bottom surface by a
4 mm wide and 2 mm thick tape across the flat plate transverse span. A central
opening area in the middle part was created to fit the air-film cartridge. The air-film
cartridge center was located at 75 cm downstream of the leading edge. According
to (Bobba, 2004), TBL is fully developed with such developing distance.
For the convenience of assembling the flat plate, all flat plate parts had 2.5 cm wide
(along the z direction) and 0.5 cm thick (along the y direction) side-sleeves. The
sleeve upper surface coincides with the flat plate upper surface, which leaves 2.5
cm by 2.5 cm vacant region beneath the sleeves. Two parallel T-slotted frames that
were 2 m long, 2.5 cm wide and 2.5 cm thick were used as supporting rails which
fitted in the vacant region beneath side-sleeves. Therefore, all parts can rest on the
supporting rails during the assembly process. To remove any potential ’steps’ on the
plate bottom surface, i.e., at the connecting edges of neighbor parts, spring washers
were used to allow fine adjustments of the relative wall-normal position of any two
neighboring parts. A 10 cm sharp-edged flap was mounted on the trailing edge of
assembled plate. The flap angle relative to the flat plate was adjusted to set the
leading edge stagnation point on the upper surface side, which was confirmed by
dye visualization.
The air-retaining cartridge (highlighted in red color in figure 2.4) was fixed on a
cartridge holder that can precisely fit into the central opening area of the flat plate.
To align the dimpled surface with the flat plate bottom surface, the cartridge holder’s
vertical (wall-normal) position relative to the flat plate was adjusted by set screws
along the four edges of cartridge holder. After fine adjustment, the holder was locked












Figure 2.4: Bottom surface view and side cross-sectional viewof assembled flat plate
and air-film cartridge. Coordinate system and gravitational acceleration direction
are also shown. The air-film cartridge is highlighted in red color.
2.4 Pressure Modulation
The modulation signal was generated using a National Instruments LabVIEW pro-
gram. The signal was sent out by a NI-USB 6211 data acquisition (DAQ) card and
amplified by a power amplifier before being fed into the speakers. The modulation
function profile was selected to be in sinusoidal and saw-tooth shape, which are
shown in figure 2.5. While the sinusoidal function is infinitely smooth, the saw-
tooth modulation function induces an abrupt pressure change in air-chamber. The
modulation output power was set at two levels, i.e, 0.14 W and 0.56 W, which could
influence the amplitude of the air-film oscillation. The modulation function had a
sinusoidal shape and was at low output power setting unless specifically notified.
The pressure modulation signal frequency f was selected to allow oscillating air-
films to interact with turbulent eddies. Two intrinsic frequencies that are respectively
associated with the TBL inner and outer layer exist. Using the definition introduced
in Chapter 1, the two intrinsic frequencies are expressed as uτδν and
U∞
δ . The modula-
tion frequencywas selectedwithin the range defined by the two intrinsic frequencies.
The intrinsic frequencies varied with TBL Reynolds number and are listed in Ta-
ble 2.2. Modulation frequencies at 5 Hz, 20 Hz, 50 Hz and 100 Hz were selectively
studied.
The effect of pressure modulation can be potentially influenced by air resonance
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Figure 2.5: Sinusoidal and saw-tooth modulation function in twomodulation cycles.
Symbols: circle, sinusoidal signal, triangle, saw-tooth signal.
oscillation inside the surface dimple cavities, which is also known as ’Helmholtz
resonance’. The Helmholtz resonance frequency depends on the surface dimple








where γ0 is gas specific heat (equal to 1.4 for air), A0 is dimple cross-sectional
area. m0, V0, P0 represent the air mass, volume and static pressure inside each
dimple cavity. With the current 4 mm and 8 mm sized surface dimple, fH is
approximately 17000 Hz and 8500 Hz, respectively. Because the air oscillation
resonance frequency is much larger than the selected modulation frequencies, the
effect of resonance oscillation is expected to be insignificant.
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2.5 Wall-Normal DPIV
Time-resolved 2D2C (two-dimensional velocity field with two in-plane components
of velocity) DPIV (Digital Particle Image Velocimetry) was used to quantitatively
map the flow field in the x-y plane. The flow was seeded with 13 um diameter
silver-coated particles (Potters Industries LLC) that were neutrally-buoyant in water.
The water flow was illuminated by a Coherent Verdi V6 continuous laser that
has a maximum power of 6 W. The laser beam passed through a 300 mm focal
length convex lens followed by a 20 mm focal length cylindrical lens to form an
approximately 1mm thick laser sheet. A high-speed camera (IDT cameraY7model)
was used to record particle images. The camera can take images at a recording speed
up to 9000 frames per second with a full resolution of 1980 × 1080 pixels. The
combination of continuous illumination and high-speed recording technique enables
the investigation of TBL dynamic behavior at high-frequencies.
The DPIV cross-correlation was processed using commercial software PIVview
(PIVTEC GmbH). The interrogation window dimension was set to be 128 by 48
pixel along the x- and y-directions, which ensured at least eight particles were
included in each interrogation window all the time. The time interval between
two cross-correlating images was selected such that the particle displacements were
smaller than one-third of the window size along both directions. The vector fields
were calculated using a multi-pass interrogation method. The neighboring windows
overlapped 50% and 75% along the x- and y-directions. With such settings the
DPIV cross-correlation is expected to produce reliable results(Raffel et al., 2018).
The DPIV experimental setup is depicted in the schematic diagram shown in fig-
ure 2.6. The laser head together with the optic lenses and camera were mounted on
an optical table. The optical table could slide along the streamwise direction and
measure flow fields at multiple streamwise locations. The horizontal laser beam
was spread into a laser sheet and bent 90◦ up by a 45◦ flat mirror, which illuminated
the bottom surface of flat plate. To diagnose the TBL variation in the transverse di-
rection, the flat mirror was mounted on a transverse track and its transverse position
can be easily adjusted.
The DPIV calibration was done using a calibration target with 0.5 mm diameter
calibration marks that are equally spaced at 5 mm apart. The calibration target was
mounted on a freely stand holder.To calibrate, the calibration target was put into
the tunnel test section through the central opening area of flat plate and carefully
aligned with the laser plane. To reduce calibration error, the average result of three
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of wall-normal DPIV setup
calibration images were used for the calibration.
2.6 Measurement Synchronization
Because of the size limitation of camera field of view (FOV), not all the flow
field of interest can be filmed within a single measurement, especially when the
air-film array streamwise span is large. To address this concern, multiple DPIV
measurements were carried out to cover all the regions of interest and a large FOV
was assembled at the end. With pressure modulation, the assembled dynamic flow
field can be obtainedwith synchronizedDPIVmeasurements. To synchronize, all the
measurement recordings were started at the same phase of pressure modulation. A
timing diagram illustrating this process is given in figure 2.7. TheDAQcardNI-USB
6211 internal sample clock continuously ran, which drove the pressure modulation
and camera recording trigger signal at predetermined timings. To ensure a quasi-
steady state flow field for all individual measurements, air-films were modulated
for sufficient amount of time before particle images were recorded. As shown in
figure 2.7, the air-films were first modulated for 40 seconds to allow the periodically
perturbed flow field to fully develop. This time period was equivalent to at least
200 modulation cycles for the interested modulation frequencies. Because all the
selected modulation frequencies were integers, 40 seconds cover an integer number
of modulation cycles. After 40 seconds, the camera was triggered to record while
the pressure modulation continued. Therefore, the camera recordings always started
immediately after a complete modulation cycle. In this way the individual DPIV
measurements were synchronized.
The internal sample clock of DAQ card runs at 20 MHz, which is much higher than
the interested modulation frequency. The high-frequency internal sample clock
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ensures the potential signal drifting to be trivial. The potential signal drifting is
bound to be smaller than the period of internal sample clock, which is at most
0.001% of the interested modulation periods.
Figure 2.7: Timing diagram showing the synchronization of modulation signal and
camera recording. Air-films were modulated for an integer number of cycles (in 40
seconds) before camera recording was triggered. Therefore the camera recording
always started immediately after the completion of one modulation cycle.
For the convenience of analyzing the flow dynamic behavior under modulation,
the camera frame rates were selected to be a multiple of the modulation frequency,
ranging from 800 frames per second to 2000 frames per second. This gives an integer
number of sample images in each modulation cycle which allows the flow field to
be phase-averaged (details to be provided in section 2.7). To ensure enough data for
phase-averaging, raw PIV image sequences equivalent to 200 to 1000 modulation
cycles were recorded, depending on themodulation signal. The phase-averaged flow
fields provided an alternative approach for synchronization. For example, the flow
fields in two neighbouring FOVs can be synchronized by synchronizing the periodic
flow motion at connecting edge of the two FOVs. This approach was used to verify
the flow field synchronization. A photo for the DPIV and pressure modulation setup
is shown in figure 2.8.
2.7 Triple-decomposition and Phase-average
The periodically modulated air-film injects a deterministic perturbation into TBL,
the response to which can be extracted through phase-averaging the flow field
measurements. The details about triple-decomposition and phase-average are given
in this section.
A typical instantaneous turbulent flow quantity f (x, y, t) can be Reynolds decom-
posed into its time mean f (x, y) and a corresponding randomly fluctuating f ′(x, y, t)
i.e.,
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Figure 2.8: Photo of DPIV and pressure modulation experimental setup
f (x, y, t) = f (x, y) + f ′(x, y, t) (2.2)
However, for a flow field that has a deterministic periodic component, such as the
flow field in the near-region of modulated air-films, phase-averaged quantities can
be obtained by only taking the average of flow measurements at the same phase
with respect to the modulation signal. Therefore, in the presence of periodically
modulated air-film, the flow quantity f (x, y, t) can be conveniently decomposed
into three parts: its time mean f (x, y), purely oscillatory fluctuation f (x, y, t) and
random fluctuation f ′(x, y, t) with respect to the previous two, which is shown in
equation 2.3
f (x, y, t) = f (x, y) + f (x, y, t) + f ′(x, y, t) (2.3)
The phase-averaged f (x, y, t), denoted as 〈 f (x, y, t)〉 , is obtained by rejecting the
random fluctuations f ′(x, y, t) in equation 2.3. Because f (x, y, t) has a time-varying
component with periodicity T, 〈 f (x, y, t)〉 is expressed as in equation 2.4:
〈 f (x, y, t)〉 = f (x, y) + f (x, y, φi), φi ∈ [0,T] (2.4)
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Therefore, 〈 f (x, y, t)〉 includes both the time mean f (x, y) and the periodic oscil-
latory motion f (x, y, φi). The periodic oscillatory motion f (x, y, φi) can be further
extracted by subtracting the time mean f (x, y) from 〈 f (x, y, t)〉. A few useful iden-
tities associated with triple-decomposition exist. For example, the time mean of f˜
and f ′ as well as the phase-average of f ′ are all zero, i.e., f = f ′ = f˜ ′ = 0. Based
on these identities, in the presence of two triply-decomposed independent variables
f and g, the following equations automatically hold:




= f˜ g′ = 0 (2.5)
A. K. M. F. Hussain and W. C. Reynolds (1970) and W. Reynolds and A. Hussain
(1972) presented a classical turbulent shear flow study using the technique of triple-
decomposition and phase-average.
2.8 Baseline TBL
To generate a zero-pressure-gradient TBL, the flat plate central opening area is filled
with a flat acrylic plate. After the flat surface was inserted, the two flat plate bottom
surfaces were aligned by adjusting the two plates relative vertical position using set
screws. The water tunnel free stream velocity U∞ was set at 0.43 m/s, 0.59 m/s
and 0.82 m/s. This velocity range was selected to fully extend the water tunnel’s
pumping capability while ensuring turbulence was sustained. The trailing flap
angle was adjusted to eliminate the pressure gradient in TBL. The TBL free stream
acceleration factor K ( dU∞dx
ν
U2∞
) was approximately 1 × 10−7, which is considered
zero-pressure-gradient according to De Graaff and Eaton (2000).
These three tested TBLs will be named TBL 1, TBL 2 and TBL 3 throughout
this thesis, which corresponds to Reynolds numbers (Reθ) equal to 1200, 1800 and
2200. The baseline TBL friction velocity (uτ0) was estimated using the Clauser
chart method mentioned in Chapter 1. The Clauser chart method uses an iterative
fitting process to determine the location of log layer region. The final portion of the
velocity profile used for determining uτ0 was between 40 y+0 to 0.2 δ0, well within
the range of log layer defined by (Pope, 2001).
The DPIV measurement was conducted at 70 cm, 75 cm and 80 cm downstream
of the leading elliptic edge to diagnose if TBL was fully developed. The wall-
normal laser plane was set along the flat plate streamwise central line or at 7 cm
off the central line to inspect TBL transverse uniformity.The mean flow velocity
and Reynolds stress profiles are all similar at various streamwise and span-wise
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locations, which indicates TBL is fully developed and transversely uniform at the
measurement locations. The mean flow properties for baseline TBL are summarized
in Table 2.2. The intrinsic TBL frequencies are also shown, which set the ranges




















0.44 23.5 0.02 46 22 1200 520 17 433
TBL
2
0.59 24.4 0.025 37 23.6 1800 660 23 680
TBL
3
0.82 25.4 0.034 27 24.1 2200 920 33 1260
Table 2.2: Baseline TBL mean flow properties
The mean flow properties of baseline TBL were normalized by TBL outer scale and
compared with literature hot-wire measurement result at Reθ = 1430 (De Graaff
and Eaton, 2000). Figure 2.9 shows the mean streamwise velocity U, Reynolds
normal stress (u′2) and (v′2 ) as well as Reynolds shear stress (−u′v′) at 75 cm
downstream of the plate leading edge. The mean streamwise velocity agrees well
with the hot-wire results. The Reynolds stresses show discrepancy when compared
with the literature result, probably due to the difference in Reynolds number and
measurement techniques. The Reynolds stress profile peak locations generally agree































































Figure 2.9: Baseline TBL mean flow velocity and Reynolds stress profiles non-
dimensionalized by TBL outer scale: (a) U, (b) u′2, (c) v′2, (d) −u′v′. Symbols:
circle, Reθ = 1200; square, Reθ = 1800; star, Reθ = 2200; Solid line, De Graaff
and Eaton (2000) Reθ = 1430
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C h a p t e r 3
AIR-FILM SUSTAINABILITY AND CONTROLLABILITY
The capability of air-film cartridge to sustain and modulate air-films is critical
for its potential usability in manipulating turbulence, which essentially depends
on whether the air-film remain wall-attached under external perturbations such as
turbulent fluctuations. The air-film control mainly includes the control of its static
and dynamic radius of curvature through controlling the air-chamber’s static pressure
and dynamic pressure respectively. In this chapter, the air-film sustainability and
controllability in both still water and TBLs are studied.
3.1 Air-film in Still Water
The air-film sustainability and controllability were first studied without the water
tunnel running. In this study, Design 1 dimple surface was immersed in water,
over which three 8 mm sized air-films formed along the x-direction. The air-film
behavior was captured by a high-speed camera. In still water, air-film sustainability
was high and could last several days without much loss due to air diffusion. The
air-film was easy to control as well. The air-films pinned at the edges of dimples and
their concavity configuration was easily adjusted to be flat or bulged out into still
water by adding or removing air from the air-chamber. Because of the same-sized
surface dimple, all the air-films had an identical static configuration.
To test the air-film dynamic controllability, the air-films were selectively modulated
by a 50 Hz sinusoidal function. All air-films were periodically expanding and
contracting in-phase following the pressure modulation. This process is depicted by
tracking the air-film interface height as shown in figure 3.1. The air-film minimum
and maximum bulging height were 1.5 mm and 1.9 mm respectively. Interestingly,
the temporal variation of air-film interface height was found to be asymmetric,
even under the effect of a symmetric modulation function. The air-film expansion
phase took a longer time than the contraction phase. The average speed of air-film
expansion and contraction were estimated to be 30 mm/s and 60 mm/s respectively.
The flow field induced by dynamically modulated air-films can be revealed by
particle trajectories in the near-region of air-films (shown in figure 3.2), which are




Figure 3.1: Tracked air-film interface temporal variation in still water under 50
Hz sinusoidal modulation. The air-film expansion and contraction phases are non-
symmetric.
together. A vortical region was present over the central air-film, with its center
located approximately 10 mm away from the wall. The vortical motion center is





Figure 3.2: Particle trajectories in the vicinity of 50 Hz modulated air-films (formed
over Design 1 dimple surface) in still water. The particle trajectories are generated
by overlaying particle images over 30 modulation cycles (0.6 seconds) together. The
red arrow shows the particle movement direction.
Corresponding to the vortical motion, the mean transverse vorticity field (ωz) over
500 modulation cycles (measured with DPIV) is shown in figure 3.3. The FOV is
flipped upside-downwhen compared with that in figure 3.2 so that the wall is located
at y = 0 mm. The air-films are between 4 mm and 32 mm along the bottom edge
of FOV, as highlighted by the green half-ovals. Alternating-signed ωz is observed
over the air-films. Positive ωz resides over the central region while negative ωz
is observable near the edge regions. If the air-films are sustained in TBL, it is
reasonable to deduce that the TBL vortical structures could be modified by the
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patterned transverse vorticity.
Figure 3.3: Mean vorticity (ωz) contour (s−1) in the vicinity region of 50 Hz mod-
ulated air-films showing alternating-signed vorticity pattern. Air-films are located
between 4 mm and 32 mm along the figure bottom edge.
The physicalmechanismof the transverse vorticity generation isworth discussing. In
viscous flow, Lighthill (1963) visualized the solid boundary as a vorticity source and
proposed the concept of ‘vorticity flux’ for the vorticity production process. Gharib
and Weigand (1996) derived an expression for the vorticity flux of surface-parallel
vorticity (equivalent to transverse vorticity here) in a two-dimensional curvilinear











− g cos(Θ) (3.1)
where (s, r) represents the local surface-tangential and surface-normal coordinates,
ω and us are the surface-parallel vorticity and velocity components, respectively. p
is the pressure at the surface, g is the gravitational acceleration and Θ is the angle
between the surface and the gravitational acceleration. As shown in equation 3.1,
vorticity flux can be generated by unsteady motions in the vicinity region of air-
films. The detailed mechanism for the vorticity production process requires future
in-depth studies.
3.2 Air-film in TBL
To examine the potential air-film depletion by turbulent fluctuations or shear stresses,
both 8 mm and 4 mm sized air-films were first passively sustained in TBL with
various Reynolds numbers. The passive air-films showed oscillation due to the near-
wall turbulent fluctuations. In general, air-films remained attached to their dimple
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cavities as long as their protrusion heights and oscillation amplitude was kept under
certain limits. When the air-films’ protruding height was too large for a given TBL,
the air-films were severely distorted and eventually detached the dimples. The 4 mm
sized air-film was more resistant to distortion and thus more stable than 8 mm sized
air-films. The competing effect between distortion forces from TBL and air-film
surface tension effect is critical for air-film sustainability.
The dynamics of air-film oscillation varied substantially depending on whether the
air-film was passively sustained or actively modulated. Noticeably, the air-film
oscillation amplitude depended on air-film concavity configuration.To qualitatively
compare the air-film dynamics, the 8 mm air-film interface temporal oscillation in
TBL 1 (Reθ = 1200) was tracked and shown in figure 3.4. The air-films were either
passively maintained flat or bulged, or actively modulated by 50 Hz sinusoidal func-
tion. The oscillating air-film interface was occasionally invisible due to not enough
scattered light. For better visualization, the air-film interfaces are highlighted by red
lines. The passive flat and bulged air-films both oscillated at random frequencies.
However, the bulged air-films had larger oscillation amplitude. With 50 Hz modu-
lation, the air-film interface demonstrated a dominant regularized 50 Hz oscillation.
The oscillation period and magnitude may slightly vary in time, probably due to the
effect of turbulent flow. The asymmetry in air-film expansion/contraction shown in
figure 3.1 was still visible. These qualitative observations provide a crude idea about
the unsteady and multi-frequency nature of air-film oscillation. By increasing the
modulation output power, air-film oscillation amplitude was enhanced. However,
the air-films tended to be more unstable and could break and generate scattered
air-bubbles when the modulation power was too large.
Time
1 mm
Figure 3.4: Tracked air-film interface oscillation over 0.3 seconds with unmodulated
(a) flat air-film, (b) bulged air-film and (c) 50 Hzmodulated bulged air-film. With 50
Hz modulation, the air-film interface demonstrates a regularized 50 Hz oscillation.
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In the presence of 50 Hz modulated air-films, the TBL flow motion is greatly
modified. Figure 3.5 depicts the particle trajectories in the presence of 50 Hz
modulated air-films in TBL 1 (Reθ = 1200). The particle trajectory visualization
is generated by overlaying particle images over 0.01s (equivalent to half modulation
cycle), which shows that particles near the modulated air-films did not flow parallel
to the free stream. Instead, the flow field demonstrated strong wall-normal motions.
The air-film interface curvature was locally distorted by the coupled air-film/TBL
interaction. In the near-region of passive flat air-films which barely oscillate, such
motionswere not visible. ThemodifiedTBLmaybe related to the vorticity generated




Dimple Gap Surface Dimple 
Figure 3.5: Particle trajectories in TBL (Reθ = 1200) near 50 Hz modulated air-
films. The flow is from left to right and the air-film interface is highlighted by the
blue curve. Particle trajectories are generated by overlaying particle images in 0.01
s (equivalent to half a modulation cycle)
Table 3.1 lists the air-film maximum height (h) and oscillation amplitude (A) with
various modulation frequencies. The modulation function was sinusoidal and mod-
ulation output power was constant. No air-film depletion was observed in the listed
cases. The air-film maximum height and oscillation amplitude are expressed in both
real length unit (mm) and the baseline TBL inner length scale (δν0). It is found
that the air-film maximum height in many cases was larger than 30 TBL inner units
(δν0), which means the air-films could directly influence the TBL log region. The
maximum air-film height was below 3 mm for all cases, which is around 1% of the
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total water depth. The ratio of total air-film volume to the surrounding water volume

























1 1200 8 bulge 50 0.113 2.6 61 1.2 27
2 1200 8 bulge 20 0.045 2.7 59 0.8 17
3 1200 8 flat 50 0.113 1.7 30 1.3 12
4 1800 8 bulge 20 0.045 1.8 49 0.7 20
5 2200 8 bulge 50 0.113 2.8 105 1.0 38
6 2200 4 bulge 50 0.113 1.7 66 1.0 38
Table 3.1: Air-film maximum height (h) and oscillation magnitude (A) in TBL
under various control conditions
The controllability of air-film depended on the TBL Reynolds number and air-
film size. In high Reynolds number TBL, the air-film concavity configuration was
harder to be maintained because of increased turbulent fluctuations. The dynamic
modulationwas less effective in higherReynolds number TBL and themodulated air-
film oscillation contained multiple random frequencies like the passive oscillation
cases. The controllability of 4 mm air-film was better than 8 mm air-film, both
statically and dynamically. These observations indicate that for the purpose of
effective air-film control, the air-film size may need to be adjusted according to TBL
Reynolds number.
In summary, the dynamics of wall-attached air-film interacting with both still water
and TBLs are analyzed in this chapter. With pressure modulation, the air-films’
oscillation followed the dynamic modulation frequency. In still water, modulated
air-films generated patterned transverse vorticity in their near-regions. In TBLs with
various Reynolds numbers, both 4 mm and 8 mm sized air-films remained wall-
attached as long as their protrusion heights were limited. Passive air-films showed
natural oscillations in TBL which depended on the air-film protrusion height. In the
presence of 50 Hz modulated air-films, TBL flow motion is significantly modified.
More quantitative studies of modifications in TBL will be presented in Chapter 4
and the physical mechanisms will be discussed in Chapter 5. .
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C h a p t e r 4
UNSTEADY TBL IN THE PRESENCE OF AIR-FILM
The air-film oscillation brings about modifications to TBL, as was qualitatively
shown by the particle trajectories in Chapter 3. This chapter selectively presents the
TBL 1 (Reθ = 1200) velocity and stress profiles in the presence of air-films formed
over Design 1 dimple surface, i.e, three 8 mm air-films exist along the streamwise
direction. Table 4.1 lists the air-film array dimensions in the unit of baseline TBL
inner unit (δν0) and outer unit (δ0). Because the measurement field of view (FOV)
was not large enough to cover all regions of interest, multiple measurements were
stitched together to form a larger FOV. Expressed in baseline TBL inner scale (δν0)
and marked by x+0 and y
+
0 , the assembled FOV had a dimension of 3900 x
+
0 by 650
y+0 , in which the air-films were located between 900 x
+
0 and 1500 x
+
0 .




δν0 177 600 2440
δ0 0.34 1.14 4.56
Table 4.1: Dimensions of the tested air-film (formed over Design 1 dimple surface)
The air-films were maintained passively flat or bulged outward into TBL, or bulged
outward and modulated by a 50 Hz sinusoidal function. The air-film interface
temporal oscillation for these three cases was shown in figure 3.5, in which it can be
seen that the air-films always protrude into TBL or remain flat but never sag into the
surface dimples. The air-film maximum height (h) and oscillation amplitude (A)
for the three test cases are summarized in Table 4.2. With 50 Hz modulation, the
air-film maximum height (normalized by δν0) temporal variation in one modulation
cycle is shown in figure 4.1. The air-film maximum height profile is non-sinusoidal
and its initial contraction is drastic. As was presented in Chapter 2, with 50 Hz
modulation the TBL dynamic ior can be extracted through phase-averaging the flow
field. Because of the advantage of phase-average in revealing the flow dynamic
behavior, the results in this chapter will be primarily based on the 50 Hz modulated
bulged air-film case. To facilitate understanding, the results of two passive air-film
cases will also be shown.
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Air-film concavity f (Hz) h (mm) h (δν0) A (mm) A (δν0)
flat - 0.5 11 0.2 6
bulge - 3.0 68 0.4 9
bulge 50 2.6 61 1.5 33
Table 4.2: The air-film maximum height (h) and oscillation amplitude (A) when it
is passive flat, passive bulged or bulged and under 50 Hz modulation.









Figure 4.1: Non-dimensional air-film maximum height (h) over one modulation
cycle (50 Hz)
4.1 Time-averaged Velocity Field
The time-averaged streamwise velocity (U) measured in the air-film covered region
is first analyzed. Figure 4.2 compares the velocity profiles (non-dimensionalized
by TBL outer scale) in the presence of flat, bulged and 50 Hz modulated bulged
air-films measured at 1400 x+0 . The profiles of baseline TBL and literature hot-wire
measurement at Reθ = 1430 are also shown. In the presence of 50 Hz modulated
air-films, the near-wall velocity reduces while the slope of log region increases when
compared with the baseline TBL. With unmodulated bulged air-film, the velocity
profile exhibits similar but less obvious behavior. With unmodulated flat air-film,
the velocity profile is no different from the baseline case.
The streamwise variation of (U) profile in the presence of 50 Hz modulated air-
film is investigated. Figure 4.3 shows the mean velocity profile versus wall normal
distance (non-dimensionalized by TBL outer scale) at five streamwise locations,
which are shown on the top axis. In regions close to the air-films, the near-wall
velocity reduces and then gradually restores the baseline TBL downstream of air-


















Figure 4.2: Mean streamwise velocity (U) profiles at 1400 x+0 . Air-films are located
between 900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 . Symbols: triangle, 50Hz modulated bulged air-
film; cross, bulged air-film; square, flat air-film; circle, baseline TBL; solid line,




























Figure 4.3: Mean streamwise velocity (U) profiles streamwise variation. The
streamwise locations are shown along the top axis. Air-films are located between
900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 . Symbols: circle, bulged air-film with 50 Hz modulation;
Triangle, baseline TBL; Solid line is from (De Graaff and Eaton, 2000)
The mean wall-normal velocities (V) in the vicinity of air-films is also studied.
In canonical flat plate TBL, V is hard to be physically measured due to its small
magnitude. However, in the presence of dynamically modulated air-films,V is found
much enhanced. The contour plots for V in the presence of various conditioned air-
films are shown in figure 4.4, where the bulged air-films are highlighted by green
half-ovals along the bottom edges of FOV. To avoid potential data discontinuity at
the connecting edges of FOVs, the data in those regions is discarded. With 50 Hz
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modulation (shown in figure 4.4 (a)), positive V is observed at the leading edge
of air-films. However, negative V dominates the region downstream of air-films.
The opposite-signed V resembles the flow field generated by a blowing and suction
process at the wall. A similar behavior is also found in the vicinity of passive bulged
air-films (shown in figure 4.4 (b)). However, such a phenomenon is not visible
over flat air-films shown in figure 4.4 (c). The baseline flat plate TBL (shown in
figure 4.4 (d)) has trivial V , with a magnitude around 20 times smaller than that





Figure 4.4: Mean wall-normal velocity ( Vuτ0 ) contour over (a) 50 Hz modulated
bulged air-film (b) passive bulged air-film (c) passive flat air-film and (d) baseline
TBL. Air-films are located between 900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 . Bulged air-films are
represented by green half-ovals along the figure bottom edges.
4.2 Phase-averaged Velocity Field
With 50 Hzmodulation, the phase-averaged velocity (U+U˜) profiles at 800 x+0 + and
1550 x+0 (near the leading and trailing edges of air-films, respectively) are selectively
examined, which periodically oscillate over time. Figure 4.5 shows the two U + U˜
profiles which mark the velocity oscillation range. The mean velocity profile (U)
is also shown. The baseline TBL velocity profile is also shown. It is found that
U + U˜ profile periodically oscillates within 5% of the local mean velocity. At 1.3δ0
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away from the wall, the velocity oscillation range is approximately 2% of the mean
streamwise velocity. The velocity oscillation amplitude is stronger at the trailing
edge than at the leading edge of air-films. In addition, at the trailing edge of air-film
the mean velocity (U) substantially reduces in the near-wall region.





















Figure 4.5: Phase-averaged streamwise velocity profile (U+U˜) showing the velocity
profile oscillation range at the (a) leading edge (800 x+0 ) and (b) trailing edge (1550
x+0 ) of air-films. symbols: red dashed line, U + U˜ at two selected temporal phases
that shows the velocity oscillation range; blue dotted-dash line, U; black solid line,
baseline TBL U.
After subtracting the mean velocity profile (U), the purely oscillatory U˜ (non-
dimensionalised by uτ0) shown in figure 4.6 behaves like a Stokes boundary layer
generated by a flat plate oscillating along the streamwise direction (C. Batchelor
and G. Batchelor, 1967). U˜ mainly exists in the near-wall region with a maximum
oscillation amplitude approximately two uτ0. The oscillatory motion behaves dif-
ferently at leading and trailing edges of air-films. At the leading edge of air-films,
U˜ at different wall-normal distances oscillates in phase, i.e., at any instant the entire
U˜ profile resides on either the positive or negative side of the zero-mean. However,
at the trailing edge of air-films, U˜ at different heights may cross from the positive
to the negative side, depicting an out-of-phase oscillation. At the leading edge, the
largest oscillation amplitude is observed at the wall. However, at the trailing edge it
is observed at approximately 30 y+0 .
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Figure 4.6: Streamwise oscillatory velocity (U˜) profiles at the (a) leading edge (800
x+0 ) and (b) trailing edge (1550 x
+
0 ) of air-films resemble a Stokes boundary layer
generated by a streamwise oscillating flat plate.
More details about the oscillatory motion can be seen in the phase snapshot contours
of U˜ and V˜ shown in figure 4.7 and figure 4.8 respectively. The synchronized air-film
maximum height (h) temporal variation is shown in the plots along the right edges
of contours. Both U˜ and V˜ oscillate at a similar amplitude (approximately 2 uτ0).
However, their behaviors are very different. U˜ amplitude is large at the leading and
trailing edges of air-films. In contrast, V˜ mainly exists in the region above air-films.
U˜ at the leading and trailing edges of air-films are always out of phase but V˜ is
always in-phase at all streamwise locations.
The oscillatory U˜ and V˜ closely follows the air-film expansion and contraction.
During the air-film expansion phase, U˜ is negative and positive at the leading and
trailing edges of air-films respectively, mainly due to the ‘push’ effect generated by
the air-films. Meanwhile, V˜ is positive and gradually decays to zerowhen the air-film
stops expanding. The opposite behaviors are observed when air-films contract.
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Figure 4.7: Phase snapshots for U˜uτ0 synchronized with the air-film maximum height
(h) periodic change in one modulation cycle. Air-films are located between 900 x+0
and 1500 x+0 .
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Figure 4.8: Phase snapshots for V˜uτ0 synchronized with the air-film maximum height
(h) periodic change in one modulation cycle. Air-films are located between 900 x+0
and 1500 x+0 .
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The correlation between U˜ and V˜ is worth analyzed. Figure 4.9 shows the phase
snapshots for the non-dimensional U˜V˜ . It is found that U˜V˜ is always negative at the
leading edge but positive at the trailing edge of air-films, which points to a negative
and positive correlation for U˜ and V˜ at the leading and trailing edges of air-films
respectively. The periodically varying U˜V˜ is an organized shear motion, which can
transfer streamwise momentum along the wall-normal direction. Further details
about the momentum transfer process will be presented in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.9: Phase snapshots for U˜V˜uτ02 synchronized with the air-filmmaximum height
(h) periodic change in one modulation cycle. Air-films are located between 900 x+0
and 1500 x+0 .
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4.3 Zero-Shear-Stress Layer
In canonical flat plate zero-pressure-gradient TBL, the mean momentum is trans-
ferred toward the wall by the Reynolds shear stress (−u′v′) and viscous shear stress
(ν dUdy ). In most regions away from the wall, momentum is mainly transferred by
Reynolds shear stress except in the near-wall region, where viscous shear stress
takes over the responsibility of momentum transfer. In the presence of periodic
modulation, besides the commonly observed Reynolds shear stress (−u′v′), other
shear motions such as U˜V˜ also can transfer TBL momentum. The total shear stress
(τtotal) can be expressed in equation 4.1,
τtotal = −
(
U + U˜ + u′
) (
V + V˜ + v′
)
(4.1)
Expanding equation 4.1 and using the phase-average properties shown in equa-
tion 2.5, The time-average of the following cross products are identically zero:
Uv′ = Vu′ = UV˜ = VU˜ = U˜v′ = V˜u′ = 0 (4.2)
Therefore, the time-averaged total shear stress is expressed as:
τtotal = −
(
UV + U˜V˜ + u′v′
)
(4.3)
The three shear stress components will be referred to as Reynolds shear stress, wave
shear stress and mean motion shear stress respectively.In an alternative way, the
sum of all three shear stresses (UV + U˜V˜ + u′v′) is equivalent to the total flux of
streamwise momentum transported in the wall-normal direction.
Figure 4.10 (a) - (d) shows the contour plots of −u′v′, −U˜V˜ , −UV and the total shear
stress (all non-dimensionalized by u2τ0) in the vicinity region of 50 Hz modulated
air-films. Because −UV is of a larger magnitude than the other two shear stress
components, the colour bar scale for −u′v′ and −U˜V˜ is set one order of magnitude
smaller than −UV and total shear stress. The baseline TBL Reynolds shear stress
(−u′v′) and mean motion shear stress (−UV) are plotted in the same scales as
in figure 4.10 and shown in figure 4.11. When compared with the baseline case,
Reynolds shear stress (−u′v′) is slightly suppressed in the near-region above air-films
(i.e., at approximately 75 y+0 over the air-films in figure 4.10 (a)) but greatly enhanced
downstream of the air-films. In farther downstream region that is not shown here,
the increased Reynolds shear stress extends for a distance of approximately three
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boundary layer thicknesses (δ0) before it relaxes to the baseline case. More details
about −u′v′ is presented in Section 4.4.
The wave shear stress (−U˜V˜) comes from the correlated oscillatory U˜ and V˜ shown
in section 4.2 and only exist in the near-region of air-film leading and trailing edges.
Because of the opposite correlation at the leading and trailing edges of air-films,−U˜V˜
shows opposite signs at the two locations. The magnitude of −U˜V˜ is comparable to
that of the local Reynolds shear stress (−u′v′). −UV for the baseline TBL (shown
in figure 4.11 (b)) is trivial when compared with figure 4.10 (c). The total shear
stress is dominated by −UV , which resembles the wall normal velocity (V) shown
in figure 4.4. In the region above air-films, the total shear stress is negative away
from the wall but is positive in the near-wall region. The dividing line for oppositely





Figure 4.10: Contour plot for (a) Reynolds shear stress (−u′v′) (b) time-averaged
wave shear stress (−U˜V˜) (c) mean motion shear stress (−UV) and (d) the sum of all
shear stresses in the presence of 50 Hz modulated air-films. The color bar scale of
(c) and (d) is an order-of-magnitude larger than that of (a) and (b). Air-films are
represented by green half-ovals along the bottom edge of figures.The dividing line
for positive and negative total shear stress is marked by the black dotted line in (d).
Note the scale difference in the contours.
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Figure 4.11: Baseline TBL (a) Reynolds shear stress (−u′v′) and (b) mean motion
shear stress (−UV) contour. The color bar scale is set the same as that in figure 4.10.
The baseline −UV is trivial when compared to the case shown in figure 4.10.
It is interesting to note that −U˜V˜ and −UV are only present in the vicinity region
of air-films. It is known that positive shear stress (mainly −u′v′ in canonical TBL)
transfers turbulent momentum toward the wall. With this definition, negative shear
stress acts as an agent for transferring momentum away from the wall. In the region
where shear stress switches sign, a layer of zero-shear-stress exists, as is manifested
by the black dotted-line in figure 4.10 (d). To more clearly see the zero-shear-stress
layer, the non-dimensional shear stress profiles in the air-film covered region (offset
by 15 units from each other) are given in figure 4.12, with their streamwise locations
shown along the top axis. To ensure data accuracy, shear stresses in regions that are
close to air-films is excluded from the plot. The zero-shear-stress layer is located at
where the total shear stress profile crosses the zero-value line, as is highlighted by
the blue dotted line in figure 4.12. The zero-shear-stress layer starts to grow near the
leading edge of air-films and reaches a plateau at approximately 100 y+0 away from
the wall. Over the trailing air-film, the zero-shear-stress layer rapidly bends away
from the wall.
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Figure 4.12: In the presence of 50 Hz modulated air-films, the total shear stress
profiles show the existence of a zero-shear-stress layer (highlighted by blue dotted
line). The profiles are offset by 15 units from each other with their streamwise
locations shown on the top axis. Air-films are located between 900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 .
Symbols: blue circle, −u′v′; red star, −U˜V˜ ; green square, −UV ; black solid line,
total shear stress; black dashed line, baseline TBL −u′v′.
With unmodulated passive bulged and flat air-films, −U˜V˜ does not exist. Therefore
the total shear stresses for the two passive cases is −(u′v′ + UV) and are shown in
figure 4.13. With bulged air-films, negative and positive shear stress are found at
the leading and trailing edges of air-films, respectively. Its zero-shear-stress layer
is like a radial ray emitting from the central air-film. Zero-shear-stress layer is not
visible with flat air-films.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13: Total shear stress for unmodulated (a) bulged and (b) flat air-film. Air-
films are located between 900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 . Zero-shear-stress layer is observed
over bulged air-films (marked by black dotted line) but not over flat air-films.
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4.4 Reynolds Stress and ‘Inactive’ Turbulence
In the presence of 50 Hz modulated air-films, theReynolds shear stress (−u′v′) and
normal stresses (u′2) and (v′2) non-dimensionalized by u2τ0 are plotted with respect
to log-scaled wall-distance in figure 4.14, with the profiles’ streamwise locations
shown on the top axis. Both the Reynolds shear and normal stresses are generally
larger than the baseline case. Over the air-films (at 1050 x+0 ), both u′2 and v′2
drastically increase in the near-region of air-films. However, −u′v′ is no different
from the baseline case. It is even slightly suppressed at approximately 70 y+0 . In
the downstream of air-films, all quantities develop new peaks near the wall. In the
farther downstream region, the new peaks are shifted away from the wall and their
peak magnitudes decay, showing a relaxation process.























Figure 4.14: Non-dimensional Reynolds stress (a) u′2, (b) v′2 and (c)−u′v′ profiles at
various streamwise locations (shown on the top axis). Air-films are located between
900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 . Symbols: blue circle line, air-film with 50 Hz modulation; red
solid line, baseline TBL
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AA Townsend (1961) proposed that the turbulent motion in the near-wall re-
gion consists of ‘active’ and ‘inactive’ parts, among which only the ‘active’ part
produces Reynolds shear stress. The TBL structure parameter a1 which is de-
fined as the ratio of Reynolds shear stress to twice the turbulent kinetic energy
(k = 12
(
u′2 + v′2 + w′2
)
), i.e, a1 = −u
′v′
2k , is a good measure of ‘inactive’ turbulent
motion. The a1 parameter can be regarded as the efficiency of turbulent eddies
in producing Reynolds shear stress for a given amount of turbulent kinetic energy.
Therefore, a reduced a1 parameter indicates that theReynolds shear stress production
efficiency is low and ‘inactive’ turbulence is dominant at the point of observation
(Bradshaw, 1967a). While the spanwise normal stress w′2 is not directly measured





as was suggested by Bradshaw (1967a) and Cutler and Johnston (1989).
The TBL a1 parameter in the presence of different conditioned air-films as well as
in the baseline case are plotted in figure 4.15 (a) – (d). The a1 value for the baseline
TBL is approximately 0.15, which is normally found in a zero-pressure-gradient
TBL (Skaare and Krogstad, 1994). With 50 Hz modulation, the a1 parameter
reduces in the vicinity of air-films and gradually recovers to the baseline case in
farther downstream region. Reduced a1 also exists in near-region of passive bulged






Figure 4.15: Structure parameter (a1) contour for (a) 50 Hz modulated bulged air-
film (b) bulged air-film and (c) flat air-film and (d) baseline TBL. Air-films are
located between 900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 . Bulged air-films are represented by green
half-ovals.
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4.5 Viscous Shear Stress
The TBL viscous shear stress is only significant in regions close to the wall, like
in the viscous sub-layer (Tennekes, John Leask Lumley, J. Lumley, et al., 1972).





at various streamwise locations in the presence of 50 Hz modulated air-films. The
viscous shear stress for baseline case is also shown. When compared to the baseline
case, the near-wall viscous shear stress slightly increases in the upstream of air-
films but substantially reduces over and just downstream of air-films in the near-wall
region. Meanwhile, the peak location of viscous shear stress is shifted away from
the wall. The viscous shear stress gradually relaxes toward the baseline case in the
downstream region. The detailed relaxation process in the region between 1500 x+0
and 2000 x+0 is shown in figure 4.16 (b).















































dy ) at various streamwise
locations (shown on the top axis). Air-films are located between 900 x+0 and 1500
x+0 . Symbols: circle, 50 Hz modulated air-films; dashed line, baseline TBL
The viscous shear stress profiles in the presence of passive bulged and flat air-films
are shown in figure 4.17. Similar to the modulated air-film case, with passive bulged
air-film the viscous shear stresses have their peak locations shifted away from the
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wall over the air-films and relaxes back in downstream of air-films. With flat air-
films, the viscous shear stress is slightly suppressed in the near-wall region but shows
no peak location shift.








































Figure 4.17: Viscous shear stress profiles for passive (a) bulged and (b) flat air-films
at various streamwise locations (shown on top axis). Air-films are located between
900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 . Symbols: circle, air-films; dashed line, baseline TBL
In summary, this chapter presents several modifications brought to TBL by the pres-
ence of air-films. With 50 Hz modulated bulged air-film, the streamwise velocity
reduces in the near-wall region and wall-normal velocity demonstrates a blowing
and suction ior. The phase-averaged streamwise velocity demonstrates a Stokes-type
oscillatorymotion in the near-wall region. Oscillatorymotion is also found in phase-
averaged wall-normal velocity. Together with Reynolds shear stress (−u′v′), non-
trivial −U˜V˜ and −UV are observed, which transfers streamwise momentum along
the wall-normal direction. A layer of zero-shear-stress is found at approximately
100 y+0 above the 50 Hz modulated air-films. The turbulence in the near-region
of oscillating air-films demonstrates strong ‘inactive’ motions. The viscous shear
stress substantially reduces in the vicinity of air-films with its peak location shifted
away from the wall. Downstream of the air-films, the reduced near-wall viscous
shear stress relaxes toward the baseline TBL. The above-mentioned phenomena are
generally observable at a less significant degree with passive bulged air-films. How-
ever, the phenomena are absent with passive flat air-films. The results demonstrate
the significance of air-film oscillation in modifying TBL, which is enhanced by
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dynamic modulation. Potential physical mechanisms for the aforementioned TBL
modifications will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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C h a p t e r 5
PHYSICAL MECHANISMS AND MOMENTUM TRANSFER IN
TBL
The results shown in Chapter 4 demonstrate the TBL structural changes in the
presence of oscillating air-films, which may alter the TBL momentum transfer
process. Therefore, understanding these changes as well as the physical mechanisms
behind the changes can facilitate the understanding of wall-shear stress generation
in the presence of air-films. This chapter discusses the potential mechanism for the
observations presented in Chapter 4 from a modified vorticity field point of view.
The TBL momentum transfer and wall-shear stress generation are discussed as well.
5.1 Phase-averaged Acceleration and Vorticity Field
To better understand the oscillatory velocity field shown in figure 4.7 and figure 4.8,
the dynamic acceleration field field in the vicinity of 50 Hz modulated air-films
is examined. The phase-averaged TBL acceleration field (D(U˜)Dt ,
D(U˜)
Dt ) is shown
in equations 5.1, where 〈·〉 denotes the phase-averaged quantity. The detailed
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Figure 5.1 (a) and (b) depict the phase snapshots of phase-averaged streamwise and
wall-normal acceleration, respectively. The synchronized air-film maximum height
temporal variation is also shown. In figure 5.1 (a), the streamwise acceleration at
the leading and trailing edges of air-films are always of similar oscillation ampli-
tude but opposite direction, i.e., positive acceleration at the leading edge happens
together with negative acceleration at the trailing edge. In contrast, the wall-normal
acceleration (shown in figure 5.1 (b)) is always in phase and only exists in the region
above air-films. The wall-normal acceleration field is of similar amplitude to the
streamwise acceleration field. The acceleration field shows similar trend as the



































Figure 5.1: Phase-averaged acceleration (a) D(U˜)Dt and (b)
D(V˜)
Dt (non-dimensionalized
by baseline TBL inner scale ν
u3
τ0
) during one modulation cycle. Air-films are located




In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that in still water patterned transverse vorticity (ωz)
is generated in the vicinity of air-films. Figure 5.2 shows the phase snapshots of
oscillatory transverse vorticity (ω˜z) in the near-wall region, where ω˜z = dV˜dx − dU˜dy .
It is found that ω˜z over the air-film region changes sign periodically following the
air-film oscillation phases. Both positive and negative vorticity always emerges in
the near-wall region and grows over time. It appears that during each cycle the
existing vorticity travels outward as if is being ‘pushed’ away from the wall.
Figure 5.2: Phase snapshots of oscillatory transverse vorticity ( νω˜z
u2
τ0
) in the presence
of 50 Hz modulated air-films during one modulation cycle. Air-films are located




The mean transverse vorticity (ωz = dVdx − dUdy ) in the vicinity of modulated air-films
is greatly modified with respect to the baseline case, as shown in figure 5.3. ωz
is elevated in the upstream of the air-films and is ‘pushed’ outward from the wall
over the air-films. The displaced transverse vorticity form vortex structures of high
vorticity concentration over the air-films. This observation is consistent with the
viscous shear stress (ν dUdy ) shown in figure 4.16, in which the viscous shear stress
peak location is moved away from the wall over the air-film region. As the main
constituting component of ωz, the peak location of dUdy also marks the location of
high concentrationωz. Downstream of air-films, the thickened vorticity layer relaxes
back to the baseline case.
Figure 5.3: Mean transverse vorticity ( νωz
u2
τ0
) in the presence of (a) 50 Hz modulated
air-films and (b) baseline TBL. ωz is ‘pushed away’ from the wall over the air-films
and relaxes back in the downstream of air-films. Air-films are located between 900
x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 . Note the color bar scale is from -0.2 to 0.
With unmodulated bulged air-films (shown in figure 5.4 (a)), high concentration
of transverse vorticity is ‘pushed away’ from the wall over the air-film region.
However, with unmodulated flat air-film (shown in figure 5.4 (b)), no obvious
transverse vorticity ‘lift up’ is observed. These observations indicate that oscillating
air-films cause the TBL high-shear region to be pushed away from the wall.
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Figure 5.4: Mean transverse vorticity ( νωz
u2
τ0
) in the presence of passive (a) bulged
air-film and (b) flat air-film. Air-films are located between 900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 . ωz
is ’pushed away’ from the wall over bulged air-films but not over flat air-films. Note
the color bar scale is from -0.2 to 0.
5.2 Discussion
In this chapter we demonstrate that unsteady acceleration and alternating signed
transverse vorticity are induced in the vicinity of air-films. The above-mentioned
dynamics results in the near-wall vortical structures to move away from the wall.
With such understandings, in this section we discuss the potential physical mecha-
nisms behind the observations shown in Chapter 4 and the corresponding effects on
the TBL momentum transfer process.
Zero-Shear-Stress Layer, ‘Inactive’ Turbulence and Reduced Viscous Shear
Stress
Two contributors for the zero-shear-stress layer (shown in figure 4.10) are −U˜V˜ and
−UV , which can be explained with the modified near-wall vorticity field. It is known
that vorticity can induce velocity field in its surrounding regions by the Biot-Savart
law. Logically, any periodic appearance and disappearance of concentrated ω˜z field
(shown in figure 5.2) can be expected to induce U˜V˜ motion. Through comparing the
phase snapshots of −U˜V˜ (shown in figure 4.9) and that of ω˜z, a strong correlation
between ω˜z field and −U˜V˜ can be seen. Similarly,−UV can be correlated to the
high-vorticity-concentration vortex structures formed by the displaced transverse
vorticity (ωz) residing over the air-films (shown in figure 5.3).
The ‘inactive’ turbulence can be generated by lifted ωz as well. AA Townsend
(1961) noted that ‘the inactive motion is a meandering or swirling motion made up
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from attached eddies of large size’. Indeed, the lifted transverse vorticity behaves
like stationary eddies and could be the underlying mechanism for the generation
of ‘inactive’ turbulence. From another perspective, the ‘inactive’ turbulence can
be a result of interrupted near-wall vortical structures of TBL. Jiménez and Pinelli
(1999) showed that the TBL near-wall vorticial structures are critical for the self-
sustaining feature of turbulence. Having its near-wall vortical structures interrupted,
the turbulence could lose its reproduction ability and act like ‘inactive’ turbulence.
The TBL near-wall vortical structures are possibly suppressed in the process of
transverse vorticity being ‘pushed away’. More results on the suppressed turbulent
eddies are presented in Chapter 7.
The viscous shear stress (ν dUdy ) shown in figure 4.16 has its peak location shifted
away from the wall and substantially reduces in the near-wall region, which is a
direct reflection of ‘lifted’ transverse vorticity. The peak location of viscous shear
stress matches well with the peak location of transverse vorticity. In addition, in
the downstream of air-films the gradually increasing near-wall viscous shear stress
corresponds to the vorticity relaxation process. The increase of transverse vorticity
in the near-wall region can be a result of the enhanced positive Reynolds shear
stress (−u′v′) and mean motion shear stress (−UV) downstream of air-films (shown
in figure 4.10). The enhanced shear stresses transfers large amount of TBL x-
momentum toward the wall, which contributes to the increase of near-wall vorticity
and viscous shear stress seen in the relaxation process.
Momentum Transfer Process
With the observations such as zero-shear-stress layer, ‘inactive’ turbulence and
reduced viscous shear stress, the momentum transfer process in the air-film region
is greatly modified. Unlike the case of canonical flat plate TBL in which Reynolds
shear stress is positive and transfers momentum toward the wall, this momentum
transfer process reverses in the region with negative total shear stress (shown in
figure 4.10).
The zero-shear-stress layer shown in figure 4.12 acts like a barrier that separates
the momentum exchange processes on its two sides. Alternatively, the zero-shear-
stress layer is a zero-momentum flux layer, i.e., the x-momentum flux across the
zero-shear-layer is zero. As a result, the region below zero-shear-stress layer is
‘shielded’ from the flow of fast momentum above it. In addition, according to
Bradshaw (1967a), the ‘inactive’ turbulence does not transfer momentum toward
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the wall. Indeed, previous work found the wall-skin friction significantly drops
when ‘inactive’ turbulence is strong (Stratford, 1959; Bradshaw, 1967b; Skaare and
Krogstad, 1994). Further, the reduced viscous shear stress in the near-wall region
also directly implies reduced wall-shear stress. These observations all point to the
conclusion that momentum transfer toward the wall is suppressed and wall skin
friction is expected to reduce.
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C h a p t e r 6
VORTICITY GENERATION BY OSCILLATING AIR-FILMS
In Chapter 4 and 5 we demonstrated that time-varying transverse vorticity is gener-
ated by oscillating air-films, which modifies the TBL near-wall vortical structures.
The magnitude of vorticity generated by oscillating air-films can be controlled by
controlling the air-film static concavity configurations plus the amplitude of its oscil-
lations. In this chapter, we demonstrate a case in which strong vorticity is generated
by keeping the air-film’s initial configuration flat (or its initial protrusion height
small) while maintaining all other conditions exactly the same as those in Chapter 4
and 5. For example, 8 mm sized air-films were sustained in TBL with Reθ equal
to 1200 and modulated by a 50 Hz signal (with fixed output power). The air-film
maximum height (h) was oscillating within 0.85 - 2.4 mm (equivalent to 22 – 48
y+0 ), which is of a similar oscillation amplitude but smaller mean protrusion height
when compared with the case shown in Chapter 4.
The strong vorticity generation is reflected by the enhanced Stokes-type oscillatory
motion (U˜) and phase-averaged transverse vorticity (ω˜z) when compared with that
presented in Chapter 4 and 5. The velocity profiles for U + U˜ and U˜ at the leading
edge of air-films are shown in figure 6.1 (a) and (b), respectively. The maximum
value of U˜ is 4 uτ0, which is two times larger than that shown in figure 4.6. The
phase-averaged transverse vorticity (ω˜z) together with the air-film maximum height
(h) for each phase is shown in figure 6.2. When compared with the case shown in
figure 5.2, the magnitude of ω˜z here is four times larger. Corresponding to the strong
time-varying ω˜z, the center of mean transverse vorticity (ωz) shown in figure 6.3
resides farther away from the wall when compared with that in figure 5.3. In the
current case, the maximum value of ω˜z is comparable with that of ωz.
Figure 6.4 shows the profiles of transverse vorticity (ωz) and Reynolds shear stress
(−u′v′) in the vicinity region of air-films. Figure 6.4 (a) shows that the peak of
transverse vorticity is shifted away from the wall, which implies the maximum
viscous shear stress does not reside on the wall anymore. In figure 6.4 (b), the
maximum of −u′v′ is elevated at approximately 90 y+0 , which may be related to
the outward shift of ωz. Another interesting observation is that the distribution of
Reynolds shear stress shows suppression in region below 50 y+0 when compared
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Figure 6.1: Phase-averaged velocity (a) U + U˜ and (b) U˜ showing a stronger oscil-
latory motion than that shown in figure 4.5 and 4.6. Symbols for figure 6.1 (a):
green dashed line: U + U˜ at various phases, black solid line: Baseline TBL U
Figure 6.2: (a) Phase snapshots ω˜z demonstrates larger oscillation amplitude than
that in figure 5.2. The air-films are located between 90 x+0 and 640 x
+
0 with a
maximum height of 48 y+0 , as highlighted by the green half-ovals along the bottom
edge of figure.
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Figure 6.3: Mean transverse vorticity (ωz) in the vicinity of air-films demonstrates
a similar magnitude as ω˜z shown in figure 6.2. The green dotted line is at wall
distance of 65 y+0 (well above the maximum air-film height) is useful for the content
of figure 6.6
with the baseline case. The Reynolds shear stress seems to follow the behavior trend
















































Figure 6.4: (a) Mean transverse vorticity (ωz) and (b) Reynolds shear stress (−u′v′)
profiles in the vicinity of air-films. The air-films are located between 90 x+0 and 640
x+0 .
Aswas discussed inChapter 4, TBL in the vicinity of oscillating air-film is dominated
by ‘inactive’ turbulence. ‘Inactive’ turbulent motion can be reflected by suppressed
structure parameter a1 which is defined as the ratio of Reynolds shear stress over
twice the turbulent kinetic energy (a1 = −u
′v′
2k , where k is turbulent kinetic energy).
Figure 6.5 compares the structure parameter a1 in the presence of modulated air-
films with the baseline case, which is greatly reduced in the vicinity of air-film
and also in TBL outer layer. The reduced a1 parameter confirms the dominance of
‘inactive’ turbulent motions near the wall. Bradshaw (1967a) noted that ‘inactive’
turbulence ‘does not produce Reynolds shear stress’. The dominance of ‘inactive’
turbulence is in line with the reduced near-wall Reynolds shear stress shown in
figure 6.4 (b).
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Figure 6.5: Contour plot of TBL structure parameter (a1) over (a) 50 Hz modulated
air-film and (b) flat plate. The air-films are highlighted by the green half-ovals along
the bottom edge of figure (a).
Strong velocity gradients, such as dUdx , is observed in the vicinity region of air-films,
which could be induced by the modified vorticity field. Figure 6.6 plots the local
acceleration factorKl (Kl = dUdx
ν
U2
) at 3mm (equivalent to 65 y+0 ) away from thewall,
i.e., along the green dotted line shown in figure 6.3. The leading and trailing edges
of air-films are marked by the hexagon and pentagon respectively. Kl is positive
over most of the air-film region. Near the trailing edge of air-films, Kl has a positive
peak followed by a negative trough in the downstream of air-films. In the presence
of oscillating air-films, the magnitude of Kl at 65 y+0 is approximately O(103) larger
than that of the baseline case. The TBL shape factor (H∗) defined as the ratio of
boundary layer displacement thickness (δ∗) over its momentum thickness (θ), i.e.,
(H∗ = δ∗θ ), is also plotted in figure 6.6. H
∗ increases starting from the leading edge
of air-films and decreases after the trailing edge of air-films.
The shape factor of a boundary layer (H∗) has a typical value of 2.59 for laminar
boundary layer and 1.3-1.4 for TBL. In addition, it is known that with positive dUdx
the TBL can go through a reverse-transition, or re-laminarization process (Launder,
1964; Narayanan and Ramjee, 1969; Warnack and Fernholz, 1998; Bourassa and
Thomas, 2009; Schraub and Stephen Jay Kline, 1965; Stephen J Kline et al.,
1967). Reviews on this topic can be found in Narasimha and Sreenivasan (1979)
and Sreenivasan (1982). Stephen J Kline et al. (1967) found a criterion for TBL





) larger than +3.7× 10−6. Interestingly, the positive Kl over air-film region is
significantly larger (approximatelyO(104)) than the re-laminarization onset criterion
proposed by Stephen J Kline et al. (1967), although the two acceleration factors
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Figure 6.6: Near-wall acceleration factor (Kl) at 65 y+0 (along the green dotted line
in figure 6.3) and TBL shape factor (H∗) over the air-film region. The air-films are
located between 90 x+0 and 640 x
+
0 . Symbols are shown in the plot.
are not at the same wall-normal location and cannot be directly compared. The
positive acceleration factor (Kl) and elevated shape factor (H∗) seems pointing to
a re-laminarization process. The take-home message here is that positive velocity
gradient ( dUdx ) exists in the near-region of air-films, which is critical for understanding
the re-laminarization mechanism to be prsented in Chapter 7. A rigorous analysis
based on the energy exchange process will be given.
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C h a p t e r 7
A RE-LAMINARIZATION MECHANISM IN THE
NEAR-REGION OF AIR-FILMS
In the case demonstrated in Chapter 6, a re-laminarization process seems to exist.
In this chapter, the detailed re-laminarization process of the same case is presented
by analyzing the kinetic energy exchange in TBL.
It is known that turbulent kinetic energy in canonical flat plate TBL is supplied
through the turbulent kinetic energy production (TKP) term, which extracts energy
from the mean flowmotion and transfers it to the turbulent motions. In the turbulent
kinetic energy equation (given in Appendix B), TKP is expressed as the product
of Reynolds stresses and mean velocity gradients, i.e., in tensorial form, TKP =
−u′iu′j ∂Ui∂xj , where i and j can represent any direction in the three-dimensional space.
The sign of TKP is usually positive which demonstrates that energy is transferred
from mean flow motion to turbulent motions. In contrast, negative TKP means
energy is transferred from the turbulent motion toward mean motion. Analysis and
discussion of negative TKP can be found in (Hinze, 1975).
In the presence of periodic perturbations, the TBL energy exchange process is more
complicated. In such scenarios, the TBL total kinetic energy in tensorial form is
expressed as Ktotal = 12 (UiUi + U˜iU˜i + u′iu′i), with each energy term corresponding
to the mean motion, oscillatory motion and turbulent motion respectively. Energy
exchange can happen between any two of the three flow quantities through the gener-
alized kinetic energy production terms (details given in Appendix B). To distinguish
the three energy exchange routes, the generalized kinetic energy production terms
will be referred as KPMT , KPMO and KPOT , where ’M’ represents mean motion,
’O’ represents oscillatory motion and ’T’ represents turbulent motion. With this
definition, ’KPMT ’ here is identical to TKP when periodic perturbations are absent.
The tensorial notations of generalized kinetic energy production terms are given in
figure 7.1, where 〈·〉 denotes phase-averaged quantity. The derivation of general-
ized kinetic energy production terms can be found in W. Reynolds and A. Hussain
(1972). The energy transfer directions are determined by the signs of kinetic energy
production terms. In figure 7.1, the arrow directions mark the energy transfer direc-
tions with positive kinetic energy production terms. If the kinetic energy production
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terms are negative, energy is transferred in the opposite arrow directions. In the
same function role of TKP in canonical TBL, the three generalized kinetic energy
production terms are only responsible for redistributing energy within TBL and do
not generate or dissipate energy.




Figure 7.1: Energy exchange routes between the mean, oscillatory and turbulent
motion are labeled as KPMT , KPMO and KPOT . The arrow direction marks the
energy transfer direction.
7.1 Negative Turbulent Kinetic Energy Production (KPMT ) in the Near-Wall
Region
The energy exchange rate betweenmeanmotion and turbulent motion (KPMT ) is first
analyzed. KPMT has a tensorial form of −u′iu′j ∂Ui∂xj . Because all the air-films were
modulated in phase and the air-film array transverse span is large, the mean flow
field can be assumed transversely homogeneous. Therefore, the KPMT components
only involve Reynolds stresses and velocity gradients in the x-y plane, which are










In canonical zero-pressure-gradient TBL, only the first component is non-trivial and
always positive. However, in the presence of velocity gradient such as positive dUdx
(shown in figure 6.6), the third component −u′2 dUdx is negative, which could result
in negative KPMT .
The KPMT calculated from DPIV measurements confirms the existence of negative
KPMT . Figure 7.2 (a) and (b) plot theKPMT profiles (non-dimensionalized by u4τ0/ν)
at the leading edge (at 70 x+0 ) and trailing edge (at 680 x
+
0 ) of air-films, respectively.
As was shown in figure 6.6, positive and negative dUdx exist at these two locations
respectively. The baseline TKP profile is also shown. Negative KPMT is observed
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in the near-wall region at the leading edge of air-films (shown in figure 7.2 (a)).
Closely inspecting all four KPMT components, −u′2 dUdx is found negatively large in
the near-wall region, which is the major reason for the generation of negative KPMT
in the near-wall region. On the other hand, KPMT at the trailing edge of air-film
(shown in figure 7.2 (b)) is non-negative near the wall. The −u′2 dUdx term is positive
near the wall. However, negative −u′2 dUdx still exists in regions farther away from the
wall (∼ 100y+0 ) and results in negative KPMT there.
Besides the−u′2 dUdx term, the−u′v′ dUdy termwhich is normally found in zero-pressure-
gradient TBL still matters. When compared to the baseline case, −u′v′ dUdy increases
near the air-film leading edge (shown in figure 7.2 (a)). At the trailing edge (shown
in figure 7.2 (b)), it reduces near the wall but increases in region further away from
the wall. −u′v′ dVdx and −v′2 dVdy are of smaller magnitude than the other two terms. It
is noted that the baseline case TKP peak location is slightly off from its normally
expected position at approximately 15 y+0 (Pope, 2001). The discrepancy could be a
result of inaccurate scaling factor (y+0 ) used. The scaling factor was calculated based
on the friction velocity (uτ0) estimated using the Charted Clauser method (Clauser,





























Figure 7.2: Components of KPMT at (a) leading edge (70 x+0 ) and (b) trailing edge
(680 x+0 ) of air-films. All quantities are non-dimensionalized by the baseline TBL
inner scale (u4τ0/ν)
To have an idea about the mean KPMT in the air-film region, the wall-normal
average of KPMT in the near-wall region (between 31 y+0 and 65 y
+
0 ) and across the
full TBL thickness (between 31 y+0 and 550 y
+
0 ) are plotted in figure 7.3 (a) and
(b) respectively. The streamwise average value of wall-normal mean KPMT is also
plotted in figure 7.3, the sign of which reflects the net energy transfer direction. To
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ensure the result accuracy, regions that are close to the air-films are excluded from
the calculation. In figure 7.3 (a), the near-wall mean KPMT is negative or positive
depending on streamwise locations. However, its streamwise average is negative
with a magnitude three times that of the baseline TKP case. This observation
indicates that in the near-wall region a significant amount of turbulent energy is
transferred toward the mean flow motion. The wall-normal average of KPMT across
the full TBL thickness (shown in figure 7.3 (b)) has a similar shape as the near-wall
mean KPMT but with a much-reduced magnitude. This is because most of energy
exchange betweenmeanmotion and turbulentmotion happens in the near-wall region
(Tennekes, John Leask Lumley, J. Lumley, et al., 1972). In this case, the streamwise
average of wall-normalmeanKPMT is positive, with amagnitude approximately half
of the baseline TKP magnitude. This indicates the net energy supply for turbulence


































Figure 7.3: Wall-normal mean KPMT in (a) near-wall region (between 31 y+0 and
65 y+0 ) and (b) across the full TBL thickness (between 31 y
+
0 and 550 y
+
0 ). Symbols
are shown in figure.
In the previous studies on TBL re-laminarization under the effect of favorable
pressure gradient, negative TKP was not observed although −u′2 dUdx was also
found (Bourassa and Thomas, 2009; Warnack and Fernholz, 1998). The reason
is because other TKP components balanced the total TKP to be a reduced but still
positive value. The re-laminarization process still happened in those cases because
the turbulent energy gradually dissipates. As was reported byWarnack and Fernholz
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(1998), TKP ’does not show a switch off of turbulent energy production’. In the
presence of oscillating air-films, however, negative KPMT is generated by a much
stronger velocity gradient which only exists in the vicinity of air-films. With negative
KPMT , energy is no longer supplied to turbulence by mean flow motion. Instead,
energy is continuously transferred away from turbulence to mean flow motion.
7.2 Complete Energy Exchange in TBL
KPMT is only part of the complete energy exchange process that happens in TBL
under forced perturbation. Energy exchange also happens through the other two
energy transfer routes (KPMO and KPOT ). Therefore, the negative KPMT should
be analyzed in the frame of complete energy exchange between all flow quantities.
Taken from figure 7.1, the definition of KPMO and KPOT are shown in equation 7.2:










The contour plots of mean kinetic energy production terms in the near-wall region
are shown in figure 7.4 (a) –(c), with air-films represented by green half-ovals.
KPMT shown in figure 7.4 (a) is mainly negative in the vicinity region of air-films,
such as at 230 x+0 . KPMO shown in figure 7.4 (b) depicts the non-trivial energy
transfer between mean motion and oscillatory motion in both directions. Energy is
transferred from mean motion to the oscillatory motion at the leading/trailing edges
of air-films but in the opposite direction over the air-films. KPOT shown in figure 7.4






































Figure 7.4: Contour for the generalized kinetic energy production terms (a) KPMT
(b) KPMO and (c) KPOT in the near-wall region. Air-films are located between 90
x+0 and 640 x
+
0
The profiles of kinetic energy production terms are compared at the leading (shown
in figure 7.5 (a)-(c)) and trailing edges (shown in figure 7.5 (d)-(e)) of air-films. The
baseline TKP is also shown. The key components for KPMO (shown in figure 7.5
(b) and (e)) are found to be −U˜V˜ ∂U∂y and −U˜U˜ ∂U∂x , which are of the same signs as
those of KPMT (−u′2 dUdx and −u′v′ dUdy ) at both leading and trailing edges of air-films.
This is probably because both kinetic energy production terms depend on the same





























































































Figure 7.5: Energy exchange routes KPMT ((a) and (d)), KPMO ((b) and (e)) and
KPOT ((c) and (f)), at the leading edge ((a) -(c)) and trailing edge ((d) - (f)) of
air-films. The symbol notations are shown in the plots.
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Repeating the analysis shown in figure 7.3, the wall-normal mean of three kinetic
energy production terms in the near-wall region (between 31 y+0 and 65 y
+
0 ) and
across the full TBL thickness (between 31 y+0 and 550 y
+
0 ) are plotted in figure 7.6
(a) and (b) respectively. The relative significance of three kinetic energy production
terms at all streamwise locations can be seen. Table 7.1 lists the streamwise average
of the wall-normal mean kinetic energy production terms in the near-wall region
and across the full TBL thickness. In the near-wall region, energy is transferred
from turbulence to both the mean motion and oscillatory motion. At the same
time, energy is transferred from mean motion to oscillatory motion. Based on
the information shown in Table 7.1, the near-wall energy transfer is schematically
shown figure 7.7. Because turbulent energy is transferred to both mean motion and
oscillatory motion in the near-wall region, the turbulence there is confirmed to loss

































Figure 7.6: Wall-normal mean kinetic energy production terms in (a) near-wall
region (between 31 y+0 and 65 y
+
0 ) and (b) across full TBL thickness (between 31 y
+
0













0.004 -0.0025 -0.0004 0.008
Table 7.1: Wall-normal mean energy transfer rate in the near-wall region (between
31 y+0 and 65 y
+
0 ) and across full TBL thickness (between 31 y
+
0 and 550 y
+
0 ) between
the mean motion, oscillatory motion and turbulent motion.
Figure 7.7: The TBL near-wall energy transfer in the presence of 50 Hz modulated
air-films. The turbulent kinetic energy is transferred toward both mean motion and
oscillatory motion.
7.3 Suppression of TBL Large Eddies and Production of ‘Inactive’ Turbu-
lence
With the turbulent kinetic energy transferred toward both the mean motion and
oscillatory motion in the near-wall region, the near-wall turbulent kinetic energy
is expected to reduce. Figure 7.8 (a) shows the profile of streamwise turbulent
intensity (u′2) at 230 x+0 , where strong negative turbulent kinetic energy production
is observed. Counter-intuitively, the streamwise turbulent intensity increases rather
than decreases, when compared with the baseline TBL. What is more, the elevated
turbulent intensity mainly happens in the near-wall region where turbulence losses
large amount of energy.
To understand these counter-intuitive observations, the turbulent fluctuation spectra
of u′2 shown in figure 7.8 at 20 y+0 and 70 y
+
0 are plotted in figure 7.8 (b) and (c)
respectively. At 20 y+0 , the low-frequency fluctuations significantly reduce when
compared with the baseline case. The magnitudes of low-frequency fluctuations
are only approximately 1/3 of the baseline case. Meanwhile, fluctuations at several
high frequencies, such as 50Hz, 100Hz and 150 Hz, are significantly enhanced. It
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is interesting to note that these frequencies are equal to the modulation frequency
and its higher-order harmonics. In region farther away from the wall, i.e. at 70 y+0 ,
turbulent fluctuations (shown in figure 7.8 (c)) are enhanced at both low and high
frequencies.




























Figure 7.8: (a) Streamwise turbulent intensity (u′2) profile at 230 x+0 and its fluctua-
tion spectrum at (b) 20 y+0 and (c) 70 y
+
0 . At 20 y
+
0 , the low-frequency fluctuations are
suppressed but fluctuation components at the modulation frequency and its higher-
order harmonics (i.e., 50Hz, 100Hz, etc) are enhanced. At 70 y+0 , all fluctuation
components are enhanced.
It is known that the low-frequency fluctuations in the spectra are associated with the
large eddies in TBL, which are responsible for energy extraction from mean flow
motion and energy cascade into smaller eddies (AARTownsend, 1980). The reduced
low-frequency fluctuations in figure 7.8 (b) indicates the large turbulent eddies in
the near-wall region are suppressed. Without energy-supplying large eddies, the
near-wall turbulence faces challenges to survive. The phenomenon of suppressed
low frequency fluctuations was also observed in the spectrum of re-laminarizing
TBL (Mukund et al., 2006).
With reduced low-frequency fluctuations, the enhanced streamwise turbulent inten-
sity at 20 y+0 must come from the enhanced high-frequency fluctuations. The spectra
peaking frequencies (50Hz, 100Hz, etc) point out the source of enhanced turbulent
fluctuations to be the periodic air-film oscillation. Because of the deterministic
nature, the increased fluctuations are considered ‘inactive’ turbulence and are con-
sidered benign for the wall-shear stress generation. To this end, the dominance of




The re-laminarization process we discuss here is not the same as the previously
studied re-laminarization process under the effect of favorable pressure gradient,
in which the turbulent intensity gradually drops over some developing distance
(Warnack and Fernholz, 1998; Bourassa and Thomas, 2009). In the current scenario,
the re-laminarization process only happens in the near-wall region where negative
turbulent kinetic energy production is observed. The negative turbulent kinetic
energy production is expected to supply energy to mean flow motion and oscillatory
flow motion. However, the mean flow velocity (shown in figure 6.1) in the near-wall
region decreases rather than increases. This could be related to the pressure-




δi j) on the right-hand side of equation B.1 shown in
Appendix B. The pressure-strain-rate term can potentially remove the mean flow
kinetic energy through the process of air-films being compressed by TBL. One
interesting observation is that the air-films continuously expanded when under large
amplitudemodulation. Because no air was supplied to the air-pocket during pressure
modulation process, it is suspected that the air-pocket temperature increased because
of TBL compression work. The air-film expanded under the effect of increased air-
pocket temperature. This hypothesis could potentially explain the observation that
mean flow velocity does not increase in the presence of kinetic energy supply from
turbulent motion. However, it still needs to be verified by future experimental
measurements.
In the same region that negative turbulent kinetic energy is produced, both the
Reynolds shear stress and viscous shear stress are suppressed (shown in figure 6.4).
However, the turbulent intensity is increased due to the strong production of ’in-
active’ turbulence. These observations seem to be connected with the modified
vorticity field shown in figure 6.3, in which the near-wall transverse vorticity is
’lifted up’ over the air-films. AA Townsend (1961) proposed that ‘inactive’ turbu-
lence is ‘a meandering or swirling motion made up from attached eddies of large
size which contribute to the Reynolds stress much farther from the wall than the
points of observation’ (but not at the observation point). Based on this insightful
idea, we propose one potential mechanism for the re-laminarization process here:
With the near-wall transverse vorticity pushed away from the wall, large eddies
in the near-wall region are suppressed due to insufficient vorticity source. As a
result, ‘active’ turbulence in the near-wall region losses energy supply and cannot
be sustained. Following Townsend’s argument, the near-wall turbulence can be
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induced by the vortex structures formed away from the wall (shown in figure 6.3)
and thus mainly ‘inactive’. The Reynolds shear stress (shown in figure 6.4 (b))
is suppressed near the wall but elevated in regions away from the wall, which
agrees well with Townsend’s argument that ‘inactive’ turbulence does not produce
Reynolds shear stress at the observation point but could contribute to the Reynolds
shear stress farther away from the wall. Bradshaw (1967a) found that the ‘inactive’
turbulence ‘does not transfer momentum’. To that end, the dominance of ’inactive’
turbulence in the re-laminarization region is in line with the conclusion of Chapter 5
that momentum transfer toward the wall is suppressed.
Because of the limitation of two-dimensional DPIV, the detailed mechanisms for
the re-laminarization process remain unclear and the proposed mechanism based
on Townsend’s description about ‘inactive’ turbulence cannot be verified currently.
Future in-depth studies such as direct numerical simulations (DNS) may provide a
more complete description of the physical process.
7.5 Summary for Chapter 6 and 7
In chapter 6 and 7, we demonstrate that with the generation of strong time-varying
transverse vorticity, the near-wall mean transverse vorticity is pushed away from the
wall. In the near-wall region, the Reynolds shear stress is suppressed and ‘inactive’
turbulence is dominant. A strong velocity gradient is induced near the wall and the
TBL shape factor increases over the air-films. A negative turbulent kinetic energy
production mechanism in the near-wall region is identified. With negative turbulent
kinetic energy production, energy is extracted from turbulence and transferred to
the mean flow motion as well as the oscillatory motion. Therefore, the near-wall
turbulence losses energy and re-laminarization process is confirmed.
The re-laminarization process happens together with the suppression of large tur-
bulent eddies and production of ‘inactive’ turbulence, which can be connected to
the observation that the near-wall vorticity is pushed away from the wall and forms
eddy-like structures. One potential physical mechanism based on the viewpoint
of AA Townsend (1961) about ‘inactive’ turbulence is proposed. Future in-depth
studies are needed to verify this proposed mechanism.
Because the re-laminarization process mainly happens near the wall, which is the
most critical region for wall-shear stress generation, the turbulent skin friction is
expected to reduce in the air-film region. The re-laminarization mechanism induced
by oscillating air-films has promising potential to be utilized for developing future
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turbulent drag reduction techniques.
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C h a p t e r 8
POTENTIAL TURBULENT DRAG REDUCTION EFFECT
The analysis shown in Chapter 4 - 7 demonstrates that the momentum transfer
toward the wall is suppressed and the near-wall turbulence re-laminarizes in the
vicinity region of oscillating air-films. Therefore, the wall skin friction is expected
to decrease. However, the exact skin friction coefficient is unknown. Further,
even if the wall skin friction reduces, the turbulent drag reduction effect may be
compromised by potential form drag on the air-films. Because the oscillating air-
films always protrude into the TBL, they may act like dynamic roughness and
induce local form drag. For example, the phase snapshot of unsteady streamwise
acceleration shown in figure 5.1 (a) is re-plotted in figure 8.1, which demonstrates
that a large backward acceleration field is induced in the downstream of air-films in
the phase when the air-film still protrudes into TBL. Because of the large air-film
protrusion height, the backward acceleration downstream of air-films may contain
the contribution of form drag, which can nullify the benefits of reduced skin friction.
To address these concerns, this chapter first analyses potential form drag followed
by estimating the wall skin friction.
Figure 8.1: The fourth phase snapshot of phase-averaged streamwise acceleration
( d(U˜)dt ) shown in figure 5.1 (a) in which backward acceleration downstream of air-
films is observed
8.1 Potential Form Drag
The potential form drag generated on air-films can be estimated using the for-
mula FD = ∆P.h, where ∆P is the pressure drop across the air-film and h is the




u20(y) − u2s (y)
)
, where u0(y) is the character velocity far away from the air-films
and us(y) is the velocity on the downstream side of air-films. Both velocities depend
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on the distance from the wall y. To obtain an upper bound of the form drag, we
assume the characteristic velocity u0 to be the free stream velocity (0.438 m/s),
us = 0, and the air-film height (h) to be its maximum (2.6 mm). The combination
of these parameters is expected to give the largest FD ever possible.
Because the form drag on air-films slows down the flow velocity and contributes
to the backward acceleration in TBL, we estimate the TBL integrated backward
acceleration and compare it with the upper-bound of potential form drag. Such
comparison reflects the significance of potential form drag. The integrated backward




dt dA, where A is the total x-y plane area
in the downstream of air-films. To make a fair comparison, I d(U˜)
dt
in the phase with
maximum air-film height is compared with FD. The ratio of FD to
Id(U˜)
dt is 0.056
which shows that the observed backward acceleration is much larger than the largest
possible form drag. This order-of-magnitude analysis shows that the observed
backward acceleration is not generated by form drag. Instead, it is mainly a result
of oscillating air-films. Therefore, the effect of potential form drag on air-films is
trivial when compared to the effect of air-film oscillation for the current TBL. In this
sense, we argue that the potential form drag is not a major factor for the previously
mentioned TBL modifications and is not expected to significantly contribute to the
drag force on the air-films.
8.2 Estimating the Wall-Skin Friction Reduction
Estimating the wall-skin friction is very challenging for unsteady TBL like the one
examined here. We can estimate the turbulent friction coefficient using the Clauser
chart method (Clauser, 1954). As was disucssed in Chapter 2, the Clauser chart
method determines wall frictional velocity by fitting the velocity profile log region
(presented in Chapter 1) to a straight line with a fixed slope equal to 1κ . As a result,
the Clauser chart method can only estimate the frictional velocities for TBL profiles
that have a log layer. For velocity profiles that do not have a log layer, i.e., those very
close to the air-films, the Clauser chart method does not work. In regions at certain
distance away from the air-films, such as the upstream and downstream regions of air-
films, the velocity profiles demonstrate log layers. As was mentioned in Chapter 2,
the final portion of the velocity profile used for determining uτ0 was between 40 y+0
to 0.2 δ0, well within the range of log layer defined by Pope (2001). The Clauser
chart method has previously generated good approximations of wall friction for TBL
with unsteady acceleration (Le, Moin, and J. Kim, 1997). Therefore, we can use the
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Clauser chart method to estimate the skin friction coefficient at the upstream and
downstream regions of air-films. The wall skin friction coefficient in the presence
of flat, bulged and 50 Hz modualted bulged air-film is estimated using the Clauser
chart method. The detailed air-film configuration and TBL conditions are given in
Chapter 4.
With 50 Hz modulation, the phase-averaged velocity profile (U + U˜) is used to
estimate the skin friction (C f ). The skin friction coefficient is expressed as C f =
2u2τ/Ue
2, where Ue is the velocity at 1.3 δ0 from the wall. Figure 8.2 shows the
temporal change of C f in a period cycle at four streamwise locations (400 x+0 , 2000
x+0 , 2800 x
+
0 , 3600 x
+
0 ). At all four locations, C f periodically oscillates with a
mean value lower than the baseline skin friction coefficient C f 0. C f substantially
decreases in the downstream of air-films and gradually relaxes thereafter.






















Figure 8.2: Skin friction coefficient (C f ) temporal variation at various streamwise
locations in one modulation cycle. Symbols are shown in the plot.
Figure 8.3 shows the skin friction coefficient estimated using the mean velocity
profile (U) and compares it with the average value of C f estimated using the phase-
averaged velocity (U+U˜). The air-film covered area is excluded from the calculation.
Figure 8.3 shows that C f estimated using the two velocity profiles are very similar,
indicating the versatility and robustness of the Clauser chart method here. The skin
friction reduction, defined as Rc f =
Cf 0−Cf
C0
, is plotted in figure 8.4. Trivial reduction
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in the upstream region and substantial reduction (with a maximum of approximately
40%) downstream of air-films is observed. The skin friction reduction effect gradu-
ally disappears farther downstream. The estimated skin friction coefficient is in line
with the trend of reduced viscous shear stress shown in figure 4.16.









Figure 8.3: Skin friction coefficient (C f ) estimated using time-mean velocity (U)
profile and phase-averaged velocity (U + U˜) profiles. The air-film region (between
900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 ) is excluded from the calculation. Symbols: blue circle,
the average of C f estimated using (U + U˜); red triangle, C f estimated using (U);
Dashed-line, baseline TBL skin friction coefficient (C f 0)









Figure 8.4: Skin friction reduction (Rc f ) in the vicinity region of 50 Hz modulated
bulged air-film. The air-film region (between 900 x+0 and 1500 x
+
0 ) is excluded from
the calculation.
The skin friction reduction for the passively maintained bulged and flat air-film cases
are given in figure 5. With bulged air-films, there is a slight skin friction increase
(approximately 8%) upstream and 14% skin friction decrease downstream. With
flat air-films, the friction coefficient is almost identical to the baseline case and no
skin friction reduction is observed.
The estimated skin friction reduction effect with differently conditioned air-films is
in line with the observation that near-wall vorticity is pushed away from the wall
over oscillating air-films and relaxes back toward the wall downstream of air-films.
The skin friction estimated using the Clauser chart method agrees well with the
reduced viscous shear stress shown in figure 4.16 and figure 4.17.
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(a) Rc f with bulged air-film










(b) Rc f with flat air-film
Figure 8.5: Skin friction reduction (Rc f ) in the vicinity region of unmodulated (a)
bulged air-film and (b) flat air-film. The air-film region (between 900 x+0 and 1500
x+0 ) is excluded from the calculation.
In summary, this chapter discusses the potential form drag and skin friction reduction
in the presence of oscillating air-films. By an order-of-magnitude analysis, the
potential form drag is shown to be insignificant. The wall-skin friction in regions
where velocity profiles demonstrate log layers is estimated using the Clauser chart
method. Substantial skin friction reduction is observed in downstream of modulated
air-films. With passive air-films, the skin friction reduction effect is less obvious.
The estimated skin friction is consistent with the results shown in Chapter 4 and 5
such as the reduced near-wall viscous shear stress. Although the skin friction in the
air-film covered region cannot be estimated, with the understanding that momentum
transfer toward the wall is suppressed and near-wall turbulence re-laminarizes, even
larger skin friction reduction is expected.
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C h a p t e r 9
PARAMETER STUDY AND NON-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Chapter 4 and 5 demonstrated that vorticity injected by oscillating air-filmsmodifies
the momentum transfer process in TBL. With even stronger vorticity injection,
Chapter 7 showed that turbulence in the vicinity of air-film re-laminiarize. It is
therefore desirable to dynamically control the near-wall turbulence behaviour, which
is the focus of this chapter. However, air-film dynamic oscillation in TBL is a highly
non-linear process and can be influenced by a broad spectrum of parameters, such
as air-film size and concavity configuration, TBL Reynolds number and dynamic
modulation conditions. Because of the limitation of space and time, the effect of
a few representative parameters will be selectively studied. Based on the gained
understanding, a preliminary non-dimensional analysis is conducted.
9.1 Effect of Dynamic Modulation
The dynamic modulation can be varied by changing the modulation function profile,
signal amplitude and frequency. To isolate the effect of dynamic modulation, all
other control conditions were maintained the same. In this test, 8 mm sized air-
films were sustained over a large dimple surface (Design 4 dimple surface), i.e.,
12 air-films were sustained along the streamwise direction in TBL with Reθ equal
to 1200. In the assembled FOV (with a streamwise span from 0 x+0 to 3900 x
+
0 ),
the air-films were between 760 x+0 and 3200 x
+
0 . The air-film was initially set in
bulged configuration with a fixed maximum height of 2 mm, although it may be
changed by dynamic modulation. The dynamic modulation output power was set at
two levels, with the higher-level output power four times larger than the lower-level
output power. The modulation frequencies were selected within the range between
5 Hz and 50 Hz. Both sinusoidal and saw-tooth shaped modulation profiles were
tested. The tested parameters and corresponding air-film oscillation information are
listed in Table 9.1.
Similar TBL modifications as those shown in Chapter 4 - 7, such as modified mean
streamwise velocity, a zero-shear-stress layer, increased TBL shape factor and wave
shear stress−U˜V˜ . Themean streamwise velocity (U) profiles at different streamwise
locations are shown in figure 9.1, which are similar to those shown in figure 4.3.



















1 none none none 2.2 48 0.43 9
2 sinusoidal 5 0.012 0.13 2.58 57 0.46 10
3 sinusoidal 20 0.046 0.13 2.45 54 0.55 12
4 sinusoidal 20 0.046 0.56 3.13 69 0.47 10
5 saw-tooth 20 0.046 0.56 2.6 58 0.72 16
6 sinusoidal 50 0.115 0.13 2.4 54 0.3 7
Table 9.1: Dynamic modulation conditions
is changed. However, in regions upstream and downstream of the air-films, velocity
profile log region can be observed. The total shear stress, i.e, −u′v′ − U˜V˜ −UV for
modulated air-film cases and −u′v′ − UV for passive air-film cases, are selectively
presented in figure 9.2 (a) – (f). The total shear stress contours are all similar to
that shown in Chapter 4. For example, in the region over air-films, the total shear
stress is negative in the outer part of TBL but is positive near the wall. Downstream
of air-films, total shear stress is mainly positive. The zero-shear-stress layers are
observed in regions where the shear stresses change sign. As was discussed in
Chapter 5, the zero-shear-stress layer interrupts the momentum transfer from the
fast TBL outer layer toward the wall.
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(b) 5 Hz low-power modulation

























(c) 20 Hz low-power modulation

























(d) 20 Hz high-power modulation

























(e) 20 Hz high-power modulation with saw-tooth modulation
function
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(f) 50 Hz low-power modulation
Figure 9.1: Mean U profiles in the vicinity of oscillating air-films under various
dynamic modulation conditions. The profile streamwise locations are shown on
the top axis. Symbols: blue circle: air-film cases; red solid line: baseline TBL.










Figure 9.2: Total shear stress contour in the vicinity region of oscillating air-films
under various dynamic modulation conditions. The modulation conditions are (a)
no modulation (b) 5 Hz low-power modulation (c) 20 Hz low-power modulation
(d) 20 Hz high-power modulation (e) 20 Hz high-power modulation with saw-tooth
profile and (f) 50 Hz low-power modulation. Air-films are between 760 x+0 and 3200
x+0 .
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The TBL shape factors (H∗) for all test cases are given in figure 2.In all cases, H∗
increase over the air-films and decrease downstream of air-films. When compared
with the case shown in Chapter 7 in which re-laminarization was observed, the shape
factors are of lower values. With pressure modulation, the TBL shape factors seem
to increase compared with the passive air-film case. With high-power modulation,
the TBL shape factors are slightly higher, as is shown by test cases 4 and 5 (20 Hz
with high-power modulation).











Figure 9.3: TBL shape factor (H∗) over air-film region with various dynamic mod-
ulation conditions. Symbols: circle, passive bulged air-film; plus sign, 5 Hz low-
power modulation; triangle, 20 Hz low-power modulation; star, 20 Hz high-power
modulation; cross, 20 Hz high-power modulation with saw-tooth profile; diamond,
50 Hz low-power modulation; solid line, baseline TBL. Air-films are between 760
x+0 and 3200 x
+
0 .
Not all observations shown in Chapter 4 occur in the test cases, such as the wave
shear stress (−U˜V˜). Figure 9.4 shows the time-averaged wave shear stress (−U˜V˜)
for all test cases. It is found −U˜V˜ is not visible with low-power 5 Hz and 20
Hz modulation. However, −U˜V˜ shows up with high-power 20 Hz modulation or
low-power 50 Hz modulation. It seems the oscillatory motions are only produced
when the oscillation frequency and amplitude, or their product is large enough.
This observation indicates that the air-film oscillation amplitude and frequency
might be critical for the generation of organized flow structures. Some preliminary







Figure 9.4: Time-averaged wave shear stress (−U˜V˜) contour under various mod-
ulation conditions. The modulation conditions are (a) no modulation (b) 5 Hz
low-power modulation (c) 20 Hz low-power modulation (d) 20 Hz high-power mod-
ulation (e) 20 Hz high-power modulation with saw-tooth profile and (f) 50 Hz
low-power modulation. Air-films are between 760 x+0 and 3200 x
+
0 . Air-films are
between 760 x+0 and 3200 x
+
0 .
9.2 Effect of TBL Reynolds Number and Air-film Dimension
To investigate the effect of Reynolds number, air-films were sustained in TBLs with
Reθ equal to 1200 and 2200. The air-films were formed over dimple surface Design
2 and Design 3, which sustain 8 mm and 4 mm sized air-films, respectively, while
maintaining the same air-film coverage ratio (80% of the total surface). The 4
mm and 8 mm sized air-films were initially set to bulge out into TBL for 2 mm
and 1 mm respectively. Therefore, the air-films in both test cases are of a similar
configuration. Through all the tests, air-films were modulated by a fixed 50 Hz
sinusoidal signal. Because the TBL inner scale depends on TBL Reynolds number,
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the air-films streamwise span is from 170 x+0 to 1300 x
+
0 in TBL with Reθ equal to
1200 and from 290 x+0 to 2200 x
+
0 in TBL with Reθ equal to 2200.
Figure 9.5 (a) and (b) depict the TBL shape factor (H∗) in two different Reynolds
number TBLs, which show elevated H∗ over both 4 mm and 8 mm sized air-films.
With larger-sized air-films, the TBL shape factors are relatively higher in both TBLs,
probably because of the more compliant air-film interface. The elevated shape factor
relaxes to the baseline case downstream of air-films. However, the relaxation process
finishes in a shorter distance in TBL with higher Reynolds number. The TBL shape
factor depends on both the air-film size and TBL Reynolds number. A potential
optimal air-film size for effectively modifying the TBL might exist for TBL with
certain Reynolds number. The details require future in-depth studies.









(a) shape factor (H∗) of TBL at Reθ = 1200.The air-films are located between 170
x+0 and 1300 x
+
0 .









(b) shape factor (H∗) of TBL at Reθ = 2200. The air-films are between 290 x+0 and
2200 x+0 .
Figure 9.5: Shape factor (H∗) of TBL with (a) Reθ = 1200 and (b) Reθ = 2200 in
the presence of 50 Hz modulated air-films. Symbols: circle, 4 mm air-film; triangle,
8 mm air-film; solid line, baseline TBL.
9.3 Non-dimensional Analysis
It is desirable to model the air-film/TBL dynamic interaction using non-dimensional
parameters. However, due to the highly unsteady and non-linear nature of air-
film/TBL interaction and also the vast parameter space, constructing a complete
non-dimensional air-film/TBL interaction model is almost impossible. Although
it is difficult to search through the complete parameter space, a few important
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non-dimensional parameters have been identified.
As was shown in Section 9.1, the air-film oscillation frequency f and amplitude ∆h
are critical for the onsets of organized flow structures such as Stokes-type oscillatory
motion andwave shearmotion (U˜V˜). The product f∆h has the dimension of velocity,
which can be understood as the periodic velocity induced by the oscillating air-films.
Because the periodic velocity mainly exists in the near-wall region, the velocity ratio
f∆h
uτ0
represents the relative significance of the oscillatory velocity to the TBL inner
layer velocity. The streamwise oscillatory velocity (U˜) is detectable from the near-
wall region up to the maximum air-film height (h), which defines a length scale
for the organized flow motions. To this end, the length scale ratio huτ0ν is also
important. In the case shown in Chapter 7 in which re-laminarization is observed,
the following values are found for the above-mentioned quantities: ∆h = 1.6mm,
h = 2.4mm, f = 50Hz,uτ0 = 0.02m/s. With these values the velocity ratio f∆huτ0 is
equal to 4, which is close to the amplitude of Stokes-type oscillatory motion shown
in figure 6.1 (b). The length ratio huτ0ν is 48, which approximately reflects the length
scale of streamwise oscillatory velocity. Based on this set of velocity and length






In the re-laminarization case, Reo is approximately 175. Hino et al. (1983) found that
a purely oscillating flow remains laminar if Reo < 400. The oscillatory Reynolds
number Reo is consistent with the observation that Stokes-type oscillatory motion
remains laminar-like. The oscillatory velocity has a significant impact on the near-
wall turbulence dynamics. If f∆h is large, the near-wall region turbulent motion is
not determined by the inner layer Reynolds number Reτ only, but is also influenced
by the oscillatory Reynolds number Reo.
From the air-film induced vorticity point of view, the oscillatory motions can be
understood as induced by periodically varying vorticity. In this end, f∆h represents
the velocity induced by vorticity and ∆h represents the dimension of injected vor-





reflect the amount of vorticity generated by oscillating air-films. It is found that the
generated vorticity is independent of TBL intrinsic scales, which is a reasonable
guess as vorticity was injected into still water when no TBL presented.
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A length ratio ∆hR seems to be important as well, where R is the mean air-film radius.
As was briefly mentioned in Chapter 7, with initially flat air-films, strong vorticity is
generated in the near-region of air-films. A preliminary guess is with small R the air-
film surface tension effect is weaker, therefore the air-film expansion and contraction
processes are less constrained and thus can generate stronger vorticity. More non-
dimensional analysis for air-film dynamic oscillation is discussed in Appendix C
In summary, this chapter demonstrated several parameter studies for themodification
effect on TBLs. Control parameters such as dynamic modulation, air-film size
and Reynolds number are briefly analyzed. In the dynamic modulation study, the
previously observed zero-shear-stress layer and elevated TBL shape factor (H∗) are
observed in the near-region air-films. The wave shear stress (−U˜V˜) is only visible
with large enough air-film oscillation frequency and amplitude. The elevated TBL
shape factor can be influenced by air-film size and TBL Reynolds number. Non-
dimensional analysis shortlists a few key non-dimensional parameters. A new set
of velocity and length scale is identified in the near-wall region, which defines
an oscillatory Reynolds number Reo. Together with TBL inner Reynolds number
Reτ, Reo influences the near-wall turbulence dynamics. The complete air-film/TBL
interaction mechanism requires future in-depth studies. The results of this chapter
might be useful for the search of a potentially optimal turbulent drag reduction
strategy.
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C h a p t e r 10
CONCLUSION
In this thesis work, an innovative air-retaining system that can manipulate the near-
wall turbulence in hydrodynamic TBL was developed. Motivated to address the
constraints of existing hydrodynamic drag reduction techniques, this work explored
enhancing wall-attached air-films’ stability in TBL and controlled the air-film’s in-
teraction with near-wall turbulence. Through the combination of surface textures
(surface dimple) and patterned surfacewettability, we demonstrate thatwall-attached
air-films can be sustained in TBL and their static configuration and dynamic oscil-
lation can be controlled.
It is found that dynamically modulated air-films generate vorticity in both still water
and TBLs. TBL is greatly modified in the presence of oscillating air-films. With
dynamic modulation, a layer of zero-shear-stress exists over the air-film covered
region. In the vicinity region of oscillating air-films, ‘inactive’ turbulent motion
dominates, and the viscous shear stress substantially reduces in the near-wall region.
The physical mechanisms behind these modifications are potentially related to the
air-film generated vorticity interacting with TBL near-wall vortical structures. It
is observed that the near-wall transverse vorticity is ‘pushed away’ from the wall.
As a result, the near-wall transverse vorticity reduces and the displaced vorticity
forms large vortex structures. The modified vorticity field provides a plausible
explanation for the modifications in TBL. Analysis shows that turbulent momentum
transfer toward the wall is suppressed in the air-film region, which indicates reduced
wall-skin friction.
Besides the momentum transfer process, the energy exchange process in the near-
wall region is also significantlymodified. A re-laminarizationmechanism is induced
near the wall through negative turbulent kinetic energy production, which not only
cuts the energy supply for turbulence but also directly reduces the turbulent kinetic
energy. As a result, in the near-wall region, turbulent large eddies are suppressed
and strong ‘inactive’ turbulent motion is produced. Following Townsend’s insightful
comments about ‘inactive’ turbulence, the above observations seem to be related to
the process of near-wall vorticity being ‘pushed away’ from the wall and forming
eddy-like structures. Other observations such as reduced near-wall Reynolds shear
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stress also supports this hypothesis. Future in-depth investigation is needed to
verify the hypothesis. Because the near-wall region is critical for the generation of
wall-shear stress, the re-laminarization mechanism indicates reduced skin friction.
Through an order-of-magnitude analysis, the potential form drag on air-films is
shown to be irrelevant. Estimated using the Clauser chart method, the wall-skin
friction substantially reduces (up to 40%) downstream of air-films. Parameter
studies shortlist a few critical control parameters for effectively modifying TBL.
The preliminary non-dimensional analysis points to a new set of velocity and length
scales generated in the near-wall region by oscillating air-films, which influences
the near-wall turbulence dynamics. The complete mechanism for air-film/TBL will
require future studies.
One limitation of the current study is its two–dimensional perspective for the es-
sentially three-dimensional air-film/TBL interaction process. Therefore, detailed
physical mechanisms such as the process of near-wall vortical structures being
‘pushed away’ remain unknown. To address this concern, one future work worth
exploring is to investigate the streamwise vorticity field, especially in the edge-
region of air-film array. Such work may shed light on the understanding of vorticity
dynamics in turbulent shear flow.
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A p p e n d i x A
APPENDIX I: DERIVATION OF PHASE-AVERAGED
ACCELERATION FIELD

















By substituting Ui = Ui + U˜i + u′i and P = P + P˜ + p
′ into equation A.1, we get:
∂
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= 0, 〈p′〉 = 0 (A.5)
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Taking time-averaging and then phase-averaging of the continuity condition shown
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the phase-averaged acceleration is the left hand side of equation A.7. Using U and V
to represent streamwise and wall-normal velocity, the phase-averaged accelerations



















A p p e n d i x B
APPENDIX II: ENERGY PRODUCTION IN TBL
The TBL energy production terms are given in the kinetic energy equations. In
canonical flat plate TBL,withReynolds decomposition (i.e.,Ui = Ui+u′i, P = P+p
′),
the mean flow kinetic energy equation and the turbulent kinetic energy equation are


































































































It can be seen that the turbulent kinetic energy production (TKP, highlighted in bold
font) flips sign in the mean kinetic energy equation and turbulent kinetic energy
equation. Therefore it represents the energy exchange rate between the mean flow
and the turbulent flow. Positive −u′iu′j ∂Ui∂xj represents energy is transferred from the
mean motion to the turbulent motion and vice versa.
In the presence of periodic perturbations, the flow field can be triple-decomposed,
i.e., Ui = Ui + U˜i + u′i and P = P + P˜ + p
′. The total kinetic energy with triple
de-composition is expressed as: Ktotal = 12 (UiUi + U˜iU˜i + u′iu′i). The kinetic energy
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equations for the mean flowmotion, oscillatorymotion and turbulent motion derived




































































































































































































The generalized kinetic energy production terms (KPMT , KPMO and KPOT ) are





















where ’M’ represents mean motion, ’O’ represents the oscillatory motion and ’T’
represents turbulent motion) are highlighted by bold font in the equations. Positive
KPMT , KPMO and KPOT represents energy is transferred from mean motion to tur-
bulent motion, from mean motion to oscillatory motion and from oscillatory motion
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to turbulent motion. In the same function role as TKP in canonical TBL, the three
generalized kinetic energy production terms are only responsible for redistributing
energy within TBL and do not generate or dissipate energy.
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A p p e n d i x C
APPENDIX III: MODELING THE AIR-FILM OSCILLATION
Influenced by a broad spectrum of contributing parameters, the air-film oscilla-
tion in TBL is highly non-linear. This nature makes constructing a mathematical
model for the air-film dynamic oscillation in TBL extremely challenging. However,
a simplified force balance model might provide insights for the essential physical
mechanisms of air-film/TBL dynamic interaction. This appendix discusses sev-
eral critical force quantities that contribute to the air-film dynamic oscillation. To
compare their relative significance, the ratios of these force quantities which are
essentially non-dimensional parameters is discussed as well.
C.1 Force Balance Analysis for Air-film Oscillation
Before the detailed force balance analysis, the air-film oscillation is first qualita-
tively described. With pressure modulation, the air-film oscillation is driven by
the dynamic pressure inside the surface dimples and resisted by the surface tension
effect on the air-film interface. The surface tension effect depends on air-film radius
of curvature, which tends to minimize the air-film surface area. A radial viscous
force also resists the air-film expansion or contraction because of water viscosity.
In addition, the large density difference between air and water results in buoyancy
force on the air-films. With the current configuration in which air-films face down-
ward, the buoyancy force always resists air-film expansion and favors its contraction.
Furthermore, the air-films are subjected to the shear and inertial force of TBL.
The dynamicmodulation air-films induce inertia forces in the near-region of air-films
by periodically accelerating and decelerating the surrounding liquid. Therefore,
an unsteady inertia and a quasi-steady inertia force are induced in the vicinity
of air-films. The unsteady inertia force is the added mass effect associated with
the acceleration and deceleration. The quasi-steady inertia is associated with the
periodically time-varying velocity following the air-film periodic oscillation.
The force balance analysis is conducted along the wall-normal and streamwise
direction. Along the wall-normal direction, the buoyancy force, radial viscous force,
surface tension effect as well as the induced unsteady/quasi-steady inertia forces can
make a difference. Along the streamwise direction, all the above-mentioned force
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quantities are still critical except the buoyancy force. Additionally, the TBL shear
and inertia force could distort air-films along the streamwise direction. The force
balance along the two directions are coupled together. Some force quantities such
as surface tension effect, depends on the air-film’s dynamic curvature. The dynamic
coupling between force quantities makes things complicated.
Because all air-films are identical and modulated in phase, the entire air-film array
can be represented as a single air-film. To simplify themodel, the air-film is modeled
as a part of spherical surface that is attached to the edge of circular shaped surface
dimple, as shown in figure C.1. The surface has a radius R and the surface dimple
radius is r. By assuming the air-film height is h, the air-film radius R can be expressed
as R = r2+h22h by Pythagorean theorem. Because the air-film is pinned at the edge
of dimple, the air-film expansion and contraction only result in the air-film height
change. Therefore, the air-film oscillation velocity and acceleration can be roughly
estimated as dhdt and
d2h
dt2 .
Figure C.1: Air-film as a part of spherical surface. The air-film radius is R and
surface dimple radius is r. Air-film height is h.
The force quantities’ relative order-of-magnitudes shortlist the critical force quanti-
ties for air-film dynamic oscillation. Integrating the above-mentioned force quanti-
ties over the air-film surface gives the following integrated forces: pressure modu-
lation force fp, surface tension effect fγ, buoyancy force fg, radial viscous force fτ,
TBL inertia and shear force fi0 and fτ0 as well as the induced steady and unsteady
fluid inertia force Is and Iu. The detailed integration is shown below:








(p0 + ∆p sin(ωt)) sin(φ)dφdθ




where p0 + ∆p sin(ωt) is the air-film inner pressure.
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(C.2)




















where ρL is the water density and g is gravitational acceleration.
4. Radial viscous force:
The radial viscous force depends on the radial velocity gradient dVrdr ′ , where
r′ is the distance from the center of air-film (as part of a sphere). Due to the
air-film spherical symmetry, the radial viscous stress resists τrr is expressed
as:
τrr = −2µdVrdr′ (C.5)
Where ν is the dynamic viscosity. By continuity, the radial velocity Vr at
some distance r′ from the virtual center of air-film is related to the air-film





Substitute Vr into the expression for τrr :
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dVr
























5. The TBL inertia and shear force:
The TBL inertia and shear force deforms the air-film along the streamwise
direction. By approximating the effective cross-sectional area of air-film as a
half oval, the TBL inertia force fi0 is estimated as the flow inertia multiplying
the air-film cross-sectional area:
fi0 = ρu2opirh (C.9)
where u0 is the characteristic velocity. The TBL shear force can be estimated
by integrating the shear stress over the air-film surface. With the approxima-



















r4 − h4) ∼ o (u0rν ) (C.11)





= Reτ. Because Reτ is large
in TBL, fi0 dominates over fτ0.
6. The quasi-steady inertia force:






















7. The unsteady inertia force:
the unsteady inertia force is associated with some volume of fluid that is
accelerated. Assume the fluid within a thickness of δ is accelerated (as can
















C.2 Non-dimensional Parameters for Air-film Oscillation
The ratio of any two force quantities define a non-dimensional parameter. Due to the
large number of force quantities involved, only a few representative non-dimensional
parameters will be listed below:
• Unsteady/quasi-steady Webber number as the ratio of unsteady/quasi-steady








• Unsteady/quasi-steady Froude number as the ratio of unsteady/quasi-steady


















• Reynolds number based on the radial viscous force as the ratio of quasi-steady











• Webber number based on the TBL inertia force as the ratio of TBL inertia





• TBL Reynolds number as the ratio of TBL inertia over viscous shear force:
Reτ ∼ fi0fτ0 (C.21)

































• Quasi-steady/Unsteady velocity ratios in TBL:
The oscillating air-films induce velocity and acceleration in TBL. In the near-
wall region, besides the TBL inner velocity uτ0, there also exists the oscillatory





f is themodulation frequency. Therefore, a quasi-steady and unsteady velocity













To have an idea about the values of non-dimensional parameters, the test case in
which re-laminarization process is observed (shown in Chapter 7) is selectively ana-
lyzed. In that case, the baseline TBL frictional velocity uτ0 is 0.02 m/s. The air-film
base radius r is approximately 4mm and air-filmmaximum height h is approximately
2 mm. Based on the DPIV measurements, U |y=h is 0.2 m/s, the oscillatory velocity
dh
dt maximum magnitude is 0.15m/s and the oscillatory acceleration
d2h
dt2 is 40 m/s2.
The values of non-dimensional parameters are calculated using the expressions de-
rived in Section C.2. The Bond number Bo is approximately 1, which indicates
the surface tension effect and buoyancy force are of the same order of magnitude.
The Strouhal number St is approximately 50, which indicates the unsteady inertia
force dominates over the quasi-steady inertia force. The quasi-steady and unsteady
Webber numbers are found to be approximately Wes ∼ 0.8 and Weu ∼ 40, respec-
tively. Since the Bond number is approximately 1, the quasi-steady and unsteady
Froude number (Frs and Fru ) are of the same order-of-magnitude as Wes and
Weu respectively. The non-dimensional parameter values indicate that the surface
tension effect, buoyancy force, quasi-steady and unsteady inertia force are of similar
order-of-magnitude. The Reynolds number associated with the radial viscous force
Rer is approximately 500 and the Womersley number α2r is approximately 5000,
indicating the viscous shear force is less significant than the quasi-steady/unsteady
inertia forces. The quasi-steady and unsteady Strouhal number based on TBL in-
ertia, Sts0 and Stu0, are approximately 0.3 and 15 respectively, which indicates the
TBL inertia force is comparable to the quasi-steady inertia but smaller than the
unsteady inertia. In TBL, the quasi-steady velocity ratio Iq0 is approximately 8 and
unsteady velocity ratio Iu0 is approximately 40, which shows the oscillatory quasi-
steady/unsteady inertia force dominates over the TBL inner layer inertia force. In
short summary, the important force quantities for the air-film dynamic oscillation
include: pressure modulation force, surface tension effect, buoyancy force, quasi-
steady/unsteady inertia force generated by oscillating air-films as well as TBL inertia
force.
